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ACRONYMS

The following acronyms are mentioned in this report and/or appendices.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACA</td>
<td>Affordable Care Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACC</td>
<td>Accountable Care Collaborative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACO</td>
<td>Accountable Care Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTION</td>
<td>Accelerating Change and Transformation in Organizations and Networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADT</td>
<td>Admission Discharge Transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALF</td>
<td>Assisted Living Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APCD</td>
<td>All-Payer Claims Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Program Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARRA</td>
<td>American Recovery and Reinvestment Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPE</td>
<td>HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-CDA</td>
<td>Consolidated-Clinical Data Architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASPER</td>
<td>Certification and Survey Provider Enhanced Reports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCD</td>
<td>Continuity of Care Document</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCW</td>
<td>Chronic Conditions Warehouse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEHRT</td>
<td>Certified Electronic Health Record Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIVHC</td>
<td>Center for Improving Value in Health Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMMI</td>
<td>Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CMS</td>
<td>HHS Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORHIO</td>
<td>Colorado Regional Health Information Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRISP</td>
<td>Chesapeake Regional Information System for our Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>Direct Secure Messaging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-INTERACT</td>
<td>Interventions to Reduce Acute Care Transfers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eHIE</td>
<td>Electronic Health Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EHR</td>
<td>Electronic Health Record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMS</td>
<td>Emergency Medical Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ER</td>
<td>Emergency Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FFS</td>
<td>Fee-For-Service</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FHIR</td>
<td>Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resource</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOA</td>
<td>Funding Opportunity Announcement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCBS</td>
<td>Home and Community-Based Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEAL NY</td>
<td>Healthcare Efficiency and Affordability Law for New Yorkers Capital Grant Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHA</td>
<td>Home Health Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HHS</td>
<td>U.S. Department of Health and Human Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIE</td>
<td>Health Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIMSS</td>
<td>Health Information and Management Systems Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIO</td>
<td>Health Information Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPAA</td>
<td>Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HISP</td>
<td>Healthcare Information Services Provider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIT</td>
<td>Health Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITECH</td>
<td>Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HITPAC</td>
<td>Health Information Technology for Post-Acute Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HL-7</td>
<td>Health Level Seven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRSA</td>
<td>HHS Health Resources and Services Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICD-9</td>
<td>International Classification of Diseases, ninth version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDN</td>
<td>Integrated Delivery Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDSN</td>
<td>Integrated Delivery System or Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHIE</td>
<td>Indiana Health Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMPACT</td>
<td>Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRB</td>
<td>Institutional Review Board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRF</td>
<td>Inpatient Rehabilitation Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KeyHIE</td>
<td>Keystone Health Information Exchange</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAND</td>
<td>Local Adopter for Network Distribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTCH</td>
<td>Long-Term Care Hospital</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LTPAC</td>
<td>Long-Term and Post-Acute Care</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAX</td>
<td>Medicaid Analytic Extract</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDH</td>
<td>Minnesota Department of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDS</td>
<td>Minimum Data Set</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MeHI</td>
<td>Massachusetts eHealth Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIHIN</td>
<td>Michigan Health Information Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSIS</td>
<td>Medicaid Statistical Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MU</td>
<td>Meaningful Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NF</td>
<td>Nursing Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Nursing Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OHIP</td>
<td>Ohio Health Information Partnership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONC</td>
<td>HHS Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCC</td>
<td>PointClickCare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCMH</td>
<td>Patient-Centered Medical Home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
<td>Portable Document Format</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIPP</td>
<td>Performance-Based Incentive Payment Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QIO</td>
<td>Quality Improvement Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RCCO</td>
<td>Regional Care Collaborative Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REC</td>
<td>Regional Extension Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFP</td>
<td>Request for Proposal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHIO</td>
<td>Regional Health Information Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROI</td>
<td>Return on Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEE</td>
<td>Surrogate Electronic Health Record Environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHADAC</td>
<td>State Health Access Data Assistance Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIM</td>
<td>State Innovation Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SNF</td>
<td>Skilled Nursing Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-MSIS</td>
<td>Transformed Medicaid Statistical Information System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEFT</td>
<td>Testing Experience and Functional Tools</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In this report, we describe findings related to electronic health information exchange (eHIE) involving long-term and post-acute care (LTPAC) providers. These questions cover three general areas: preparing for eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners, implementing eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners, and assessing the impact of those activities.

We addressed these questions through several methods, including:

- A review of grey and published literature from the past three years.
- Discussions with 22 stakeholders representing 12 regions where eHIE initiatives involving LTPAC providers are completed or ongoing.
- In-depth case studies of three eHIE initiatives in which LTPAC providers participate (one project in the Northcentral and Northeast regions of Pennsylvania and two projects in and around Minneapolis, Minnesota).

Awareness is growing that LTPAC providers play a critical role in care coordination and related payment and delivery system reforms intended to improve quality and reduce costs. These include accountable care organizations (ACOs), hospital and post-acute care bundling, various integrated care delivery models, and Medicare’s hospital readmission policy.\(^1\) eHIE between LTPAC providers and other providers is a promising and important strategy for achieving the goals of improving care coordination and quality, and reducing the cost of care.

Yet, despite the increased focus on the importance of LTPAC providers in the care continuum, results from this project indicate that integration into electronic data exchange is still in its infancy even among providers who were eligible to participate in the electronic health record (EHR) Incentive Programs. A recent Government Accountability Office report, for example, described 18 selected eHIE initiatives as being in their infancy.\(^2\) Moreover, integration of LTPAC providers into eHIE activities is

---


generally not the robust, bidirectional exchange typically envisioned in earlier studies regarding the potential for improvements in care delivery and outcomes.\(^3\)

LTPAC providers were sometimes involved in discussions and planning for eHIE in the region. However, LTPAC providers typically were not prioritized for early eHIE efforts by providers eligible for meeting meaningful use (MU), which required eHIE to meet Stage 1 and Stage 2 MU criteria for the Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs. Additionally, since LTPAC providers were not eligible for Medicare and Medicaid EHR incentives, they often did not have certified EHR technology, necessary modules to support eHIE, or other technology solutions that would be needed to support exchange. Finally, some LTPAC providers and their trading partners were not yet convinced of the business case for exchange and/or wanted additional support (financial and technical) to implement EHRs, redesign workflows, and educate and train staff. While the fax and telephone have major limitations, moving to certified EHRs and eHIE is a significant challenge for LTPAC providers, their exchange partners, and any intermediary (e.g., Health Information Organization or vendor).

Despite these challenges, our stakeholder interviews and review of the gray literature identified 12 regions around the country where LTPAC providers are involved in the planning or implementation of eHIE and have started to engage in eHIE with key exchange partners. We conducted stakeholder discussions with stakeholders at the following organizations:

- Office of e-Health Initiatives (Tennessee);
- New York State Department of Health (New York);
- Keystone HIE (KeyHIE) (Pennsylvania);
- Massachusetts eHealth Institute (MeHI) (Massachusetts);
- Colorado Regional Health Information Organization (CORHIO) (Colorado);
- HealthInfoNet (Maine);
- Missouri Health Connection (Missouri);
- Michigan Health Information Network (MiHIN) (Michigan);
- Stratis Health (Minnesota);
- Ohio Health Information Partnership (OHIP) (Ohio); and
- Chesapeake Regional Information System for our Patients (CRISP) (Maryland).

The implementation of eHIE solutions between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners has been shaped by several factors including: the exclusion of LTPAC providers from MU Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Program eligibility, an installed-base of technologies for the electronic reporting of administrative data

---

(minimum data set, Outcome and Assessment Information Set), regional variation in the technical approaches to eHIE, the degree of hospital system competition and vertical integration within a region, financial resources for eHIE, and the strategies of national and regional LTPAC chains with facilities within a region.

In places where early progress has been made, the implementation experience has been slow and mixed. The challenges of creating an affordable, feasible and usable technological solutions is difficult—more difficult than many anticipated. As we describe further in this report, the technological solutions pursued have leveraged EHR technology that key exchange partners eligible for MU Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Programs have developed, such as view-only portals, or eHIE efforts developed for other providers and now adding on LTPAC providers. Other implementation challenges have been changing technology, leadership turnover at key organizations, workflow redesign, provider concerns and misconceptions about federal and state privacy and security laws, and education and training. Other implementation challenges noted include competitive pressures and demands, lack of trust among some trading partners, and in some case legal concerns.

Lack of funding and the business case for LTPAC providers to participate in robust information exchange has led to use of opportunistic and often very local solutions. Even in markets where relatively robust exchange is occurring for acute care providers, including hospitals, laboratories, and outpatient care in clinics and physician offices, LTPAC providers most often are limited to view-only access to clinical documents and partial solutions that may be helpful short-term solutions (e.g., provider and hospital portals) but reduce incentives for adopting more robust, interoperable EHR systems.

However, a wave of new federal demonstrations and funding opportunities (e.g., ACOs, health information exchange (HIO) grants from the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology) and requirements and incentives is influencing eHIE initiatives and the states and providers that choose to participate in those initiatives, and could potentially encourage more widespread use of eHIE among LTPAC providers. For example, the presence of ACOs in many local markets across the United States is prompting some ACOs and key participants in portions of them (e.g., hospitals) to reach out to LTPAC providers and conversely LTPAC providers in those communities to develop eHIE capacity as a way to ensure that referrals from local hospitals continue in the future. The Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation Act also has the potential to accelerate LTPAC provider involvement in HIE through its provisions intended to encourage interoperable HIE with and by requirements for LTPAC providers reporting.

A potential wildcard in predicting LTPAC involvement in eHIE initiatives going forward is the technology used to engage in eHIE. Findings from the literature review, stakeholder discussions, and case studies suggest that those interested in advancing LTPAC involvement in eHIE initiatives should not wait for a so-called “silver bullet” that will produce seamless exchange between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. Instead, findings suggest that the likely near-term migratory path going
forward will involve Direct Secure Messaging, view-only portals through hospitals and HIEs, and, due to considerable regional variation, smaller implementation efforts and assessment of their impacts (i.e., test of specific use cases). Other new innovative pathways, such as Transform, surrogate exchange environment, application program interface, and EHR, offer promising but more mid-term and long-term solutions.

Overall, progress is being made in involving LTPAC providers in efforts to engage in eHIE across the United States. New technology solutions offer better opportunities for more robust eHIE involving a wider swath of LTPAC providers. And new policy and market dynamics are convincing LTPAC providers, hospitals, medical groups, and other providers of the value to including LTPAC providers in eHIE efforts and are facilitating more robust eHIE more generally. Relatively little research is available on the impact of these eHIE exchange efforts because of the early stages of eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners, and there also are number of methodological challenges to these studies. However, the time is ripe for targeted research and evaluations to continue learning about what works and what does not work in eHIE initiatives involving LTPAC providers. The Urban Institute team describes promising approaches to conducting a targeted quantitative impact evaluation using ACOs or integrated delivery systems or networks. The results of such an evaluation as well as other evaluations already underway will help to identify and spread promising approaches to eHIE involving LTPAC providers across the country.
There is growing awareness that long-term and post-acute care (LTPAC) providers play a critical role in care coordination and related payment and delivery reforms intended to improve quality and reduce costs, such as accountable care organizations (ACOs), hospital and post-acute care bundling, and Medicare's hospital readmission policy. Additionally, timely electronic health information exchange (eHIE) between LTPAC providers and other providers is a promising and critical strategy for achieving these care coordination, quality improvement, and cost reduction goals.

Long-Term and Post-Acute Care Providers

LTPAC providers include a wide range of providers, such as: long-term care hospitals (LTCHs), inpatient rehabilitation facilities (IRFs), skilled and unskilled nursing facilities (NFs), and home health agencies (HHAs). Other providers that deliver related home and community-based services (HCBS) include hospice, assisted living facilities (ALFs), and adult day care. LTPAC and HCBS providers vary by relative emphasis on: (1) medical versus social service needs; and (2) restorative and recuperative services versus services intended to maintain functioning or slow deterioration (or in the case of hospice service the delivery of palliative care).

This project focuses on skilled and unskilled nursing facilities and HHAs to the extent possible. In addition to the request for proposal (RFP) requesting such a focus, NFs and HHAs are a major component of the LTPAC provider segment, with a relatively large number of facilities, beds, and residents/patients that are transitioning to and from other health care providers, such as hospitals. Below we provide additional information about LTPAC providers, their adoption of electronic health records (EHRs), and a conceptual framework for understanding eHIE involving LTPAC providers.

According to data from the American Health Care Association, there are 15,632 certified NFs and 1,368,351 patients in certified beds in the United States. In 2012, approximately 3% of the over 65 years of age United States population resided in nursing homes (NHs), and approximately 11% of the 80 years of age United States population resides in NHs. Further, these segments of the United States population are growing and so NF use as well as use of alternative care settings will rise.

---

4 Includes both NHs and skilled nursing facilities (SNFs).
7 Grady, PA. n.d. Advancing the health of our aging population: A lead role for nursing science. Nursing Outlook, 59(4): 207-209, Science Citation Index, EBSCOhost.
Home health care is another LTPAC setting that offers a possible alternative to NF care and is a segment of the LTPAC provider market that is also growing rapidly. U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) data indicates that as of 2010 there were 12,311 HHAs, and 3.4 million beneficiaries receiving home health services in the United States. A recent issue brief by CMS, titled Medicare Post-Acute Care Episodes and Payment Bundling, also provides some critical information about the volume and nature of transitions of care between hospitals and LTPAC providers. Specifically, the report notes that:

- Nearly 40% of patients discharged from the hospital received post-acute care.
- 14.8% of those patients are readmitted to an acute hospital within 30 days.
- Use of multiple post-acute care sites within 60 days is common occurs in more than half (50.5%) of post-acute care users.

Clearly, there is a major opportunity to improve the quality, safety, and efficiency of care as patients move through the continuum of care from acute to post-acute and long-term care and the various facilities and settings in which such services are provided. LTPAC provider engagement in eHIE could potentially help to achieve improvements in quality, safety and efficiency.

But what do we know about the certified EHR capabilities of LTPAC providers, particularly NFs and HHAs? There are no nationally representative data available about the current state of certified EHR adoption and eHIE by LTPAC providers.

It is very difficult to determine current rates of EHR adoption by LTPAC providers from prior studies because the best available evidence was collected before 2009. Additionally, our research indicates that there is not a shared definition between LTPAC providers and their trading partners of what functionality constitutes an EHR. For example, LTPAC providers appear to indicate that the ability electronic reporting of demographic and financial data is health information exchange (HIE), while their trading partners indicate that clinical data exchange and re-use as defined under Meaningful

8 CMS Claims Data, prepared by Health Dimensions Group 2013.
Use (MU) is the appropriate definition. Finally, other aspects of the methods and data, such as sample frames and sizes, differ substantially across studies.

**Purpose of the Study**

The general purpose of this project is to study and learn from early efforts to prepare for and implement eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners (e.g., hospitals, medical groups, pharmacies, and their staffs). This includes learning from the experiences of health plans (e.g., Medicare Advantage, Medicaid agencies, Medicaid managed care plans, and commercial plans), HIEs, state policy officials, and evaluators of eHIE initiatives in addition to the experiences of LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. This project also includes developing a plan for quantitatively assessing the impact of eHIE among these providers and their trading partners on key outcomes such as 30 day post-hospital discharge readmission rates, hospital admission rates from the emergency room (ER), and total Medicare resource utilization. More specifically, the project seeks to answer the following six major research questions:

- What community characteristics and/or programs (e.g., service delivery and payment models, special initiatives, collaborations, etc.) enabled and continue to support the electronic exchange of health information between LTPAC providers and their HIE trading partners (e.g., physicians, hospitals, pharmacies/pharmacists, etc.)? What was/is the focus of these activities (e.g., improving coordination/continuity of care, increasing efficiencies and reducing costs, identifying information exchange needs, building trust, etc.)? Over what period of time were these activities implemented prior to and during implementation of HIE activities?

- What types of health information do the LTPAC providers and their trading partners need to support continuity and coordination of care; and how were these information needs identified? What types of information do the LTPAC providers and their trading partners create and transmit? How has the type and timing of information exchange changed since implementing eHIE?

- What business/organizational/quality/other factors lead to the LTPAC provider’s decision to engage and invest in eHIE? What eHIE methods (i.e., what technology solutions) are used to transmit information to/from the LTPAC provider and their HIE trading partners? Does the method of exchange enable the interoperable exchange and re-use of needed clinical information? What are the costs of the technology solutions?

- What activities (e.g., technological, policy, financial and human workflow) were undertaken by the LTPAC provider to prepare for and enable the provider/staff to engage in eHIE?
• How has the creation, transmission, and receipt of eHIE (including interoperable exchange) at times of transitions in care and during instances of shared care impacted the clinical workflow in the LTPAC settings and that of their clinical trading partners (i.e., physicians, hospitals, and pharmacies/pharmacists)? What do the LTPAC providers and their trading partners describe as being the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in eHIE with LTPAC providers?

• What is the measureable impact of eHIE on the quality, continuity, and cost of care for: (1) the LTPAC providers; and (2) their HIE trading partners? For example, how has eHIE affected 30 day post-hospital discharge readmission rates; hospital admission rates from the ER; and total Medicare resource utilization? What is the average number of eHIE message transmissions per LTPAC admission and discharge? Can the analyses being undertaken in selected communities be extended; and if so, how? Can these analyses be applied in other communities, and if so, how?12

As described further below in the methods, data, and findings sections, the scope and degree of exchange involving LTPAC providers was less than anticipated at the project’s start. While our study was able to explore questions related to preparation for and implementation of eHIE involving LTPAC providers; our study was only able to partially address some of the research questions related to the impact of eHIE involving LTPAC providers on quality, continuity, cost of care, and workflow. Nonetheless, our team has developed a feasible, high-level quantitative and mixed research method plan for studying the implementation and impact of eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners that will help address other pressing questions in the near term.

The rest of this report is organized as follows. We first describe the rich methods and data sources used, specifically a review of the literature, conversations with stakeholders involved with eHIE initiatives with LTPAC providers, and in-depth case studies in two states (Minnesota and Pennsylvania). Then, we describe and discuss our findings from a structured literature review, stakeholder discussions, and case studies conducted in Minnesota and Pennsylvania (two eHIE initiatives in Minnesota and one in Pennsylvania). The sections describing the findings are organized by three topic areas: preparation, implementation, and evaluation. We also introduce each of these sections describing the specific research questions that are answered within that section. We sought to triangulate findings from the literature review, stakeholder discussions, and case studies, but in some research we obtained limited information from one data source. For example, the literature review yielded little information about the implications of eHIE involving LTPAC providers on human workflow (in terms of both preparation activities and impact). These areas are noted in the text to the extent possible. In each section we highlight where findings from the data sources were consistent with each other and where findings diverged. We close with a discussion of

issues to consider in advancing eHIE involving LTPAC providers and evaluating the impact of those efforts on quality, cost, and utilization.

**Conceptual Framework**

To address the six major research questions and guide our case studies and quantitative plan, we developed a conceptual framework (Figure 1 below) based on our stakeholder discussions and literature review. Conceptual frameworks identify concepts of importance for addressing the research questions and the hypothesized relationships between them. They also can help clarify the different levels or units of analysis (i.e., national, state, regional, organizational, individual providers, patient population or sub-populations). Although this conceptual framework was based on our findings from the stakeholder discussions and literature review, described in detail in the “Methods” below, we introduce and provide an overview of the conceptual framework here because it informed our selection of states and regions for case studies and it also provides a roadmap for our background and findings sections.
Several aspects of our conceptual framework are noteworthy. First, our conceptual framework is comprised of three major “levels.” These include:

1. **The environment or context (top row)** in which specific regional eHIE efforts between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners are occurring. In general, this environment or context consists of major federal and state policies that are shaping eHIE and the behavior of LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. As Figure 1 shows, there are three major sub-components of the policy environment: American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health (HITECH), Medicare Policy and Payment, and Medicaid Policy and Payment.

As described in the background and overview section and further below in our findings sections, ARRA HITECH programs have been the primary driver of eHIE efforts in various states and regions through particular programs such as the state HIE cooperative agreements and the Medicare and Medicaid EHR payment incentive programs. Although the state HIE cooperative agreements have largely ended, their experience and degree of success continues to shape whether and what kind of opportunities for eHIE that LTPAC providers and their exchange partners currently have in the region. In 2014, the HHS Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) also developed and released a ten-year vision to achieve Interoperable health information technology (HIT) infrastructure, prioritizing strategies and activities required to achieve interoperable exchange in the short and longer terms, including greater consumer and patient engagement.\(^{13}\)

The Medicare and Medicaid EHR incentive programs defined the MU in stages and gave eligible hospitals and professionals (e.g., hospitals and medical groups but not LTPAC providers) incentives to adopt and use certified EHRs and engage in eHIE. Stage 2 MU in particular gave eligible hospitals and professionals greater incentive to engage in eHIE generally, so some began to engage in eHIE with LTPAC providers. Proposed modifications to MU in 2015-2017 and the proposed Stage 3 MU rules were released in April 2015 and the final rule was released on October 6, 2015. The 2015-2017 modifications restructures Stages 1 and 2 MU to: align them with Stage 3 in 2017 or 2018; refocus the existing program toward more advanced use of EHR technology; and align the required reporting periods for providers to support a flexible, clear framework, ensuring sustainability of the Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive programs. All providers will be reporting at the Stage 3 level by 2018 regardless of previous
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progress.\textsuperscript{14} Overall, the 2015-2017 and Stage 3 rules provide even further incentive for eHIE as the requirements related to eHIE have increased.

Finally, ONC and others at the federal and state levels have been working to further clarify, develop and strengthen privacy and security policies. Challenging issues remain in this area (e.g., trust and authentication protocols for providers, legal liability for data exchanged and accepted into an EHR, patients’ ability to opt-out and/or access and control some or all of the information about their health).

Similarly, as shown to the right in the top row of Figure 1, there are major Medicare and Medicaid policy and payment changes underway that are shaping LTPAC providers and/or their trading partners incentives to engage in eHIE with one another. For example, both Medicare and Medicaid have a variety of provider payment and delivery system reform initiatives fully implemented (e.g., hospital readmission penalties) or underway (e.g., ACOs, patient-centered medical homes [PCMHs], Health Homes) that provide greater incentives to hospitals and medical groups to consider engaging in exchange with LTPAC providers. Conversely, Medicare requires LTPAC providers to collect and report assessment data such as the Outcome and Assessment Information Set (OASIS) data for home health patients and Minimum Data Set (MDS) data for NH patients and the Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation (IMPACT) Act also places additional requirements to standardize and make interoperable assessment data elements in LTPAC settings.

In some markets, private health plans with products and populations that may require NH care (e.g., Medicare Advantage Plans, Medicaid managed care organizations for certain sub-populations) are seeking to create preferred provider networks with LTPAC providers and require a willingness and ability to engage in eHIE to be in that preferred network.

Collectively, these major policy and payment areas can create greater financial and non-financial incentives for LTPAC providers and their partners to participate in eHIE.

Finally, it’s important to note that in order for eHIE to occur, both parties (i.e., sender and receiver) have to be willing and able to engage in exchange. As we describe, sometimes there is a misalignment of incentives or willingness and ability between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners, so exchange does not happen at all or is constrained to particular uses and/or technological

approaches. This is particularly true at this relatively early point in certified EHR adoption and use by Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Program MU eligible providers, relatively limited availability of certified EHR technology (CEHRT) and use by LTPAC providers, and the early and rapidly changing nature of eHIE approaches in health care.

2. **The characteristics of the region in which eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners are taking place (middle row).** Of particular importance at this level are: (1) whether the region had developed a functioning and independent health information organization (HIO) and, if so, whether it was funded with federal and state funds or it was privately funded, what technological solutions it employs, and if it can be sustained; (2) the structure of the health plan, hospital, medical group and LTPAC markets; and (3) the financial and non-financial incentives present in the specific market, including things like provider payment and delivery reforms and or other major demonstrations, grants, or projects that are taking place.

Many of the regions in which we found early eHIE efforts between LTPAC providers had a relatively successful HIO (i.e., at least operationally, even if engagement with and involvement of LTPAC providers was still in the early phases) and/or one or more large integrated delivery system or network (IDSN) that dominated the market. As we describe further, in both of our case study states and regions, large IDSNs were either a founding member and sponsor of the public or private HIE (e.g., Geisinger helping start and support KeyHIE (Keystone HIE) in Pennsylvania) or served as an HIO and eventually become the certified HIO in the region or state (i.e., Allina in Minnesota).

When the HIO is either supported or closely aligned with an IDSN, it is important to consider the specific type or components of the IDSN (e.g., does it own and operate a health plan? Is it also operating as an ACO?) because these likely shape the systems incentives for and approach to engaging in eHIE with LTPAC providers, their ability to lead and organize an eHIE initiative in the region and sometimes state, and how their HIO or IDSNs actions are perceived.

Some IDSNs dominate the regional market and are perceived to have the financial resources and technical expertise to not only adopt and use EHRs but to either support a public HIO or serve as the HIO itself. However, in some case other providers fear that those IDSNs will use the information in the HIO to gain greater market power, for example, by strategically using the information in the HIO to assess referral patterns, performance of other organizations, and risk of various sub-populations. So, as one respondent noted, “eHIE often moves at the speed of trust.”

Similarly, the structure of the LTPAC organizations that are not owned by the IDSN is important also. If the LTPAC providers are not owned by IDSNs, are they part of national chains (which are typically for-profit), smaller regional chains, or
single or quite small providers (e.g., “mom-and-pops”)? There is significant variation across regions in the structure of the LTPAC providers and their exchange partners and the hence the incentives (financial and non-financial) that they have to engage in exchange, the perceptions of the business case and/or return on investment (ROI) for adoption certified EHRs and engaging in eHIE in specific regions and states, as well as what technological solutions that are available and most desirable.

Finally, it important to note that when a public or private HIO is successfully operating, there is pressure to develop a funding mechanism and technological solution that is viable in the particular region. Initially, Medicaid and private health plans were thought to be an additional and longer term funding source for HIOs besides federal and state grant funds, but in some states Medicaid and private plans were less involved in eHIE efforts. More recently, Medicaid is playing a key role in some states, supporting HIOs and eHIE through 90-10 matching funds through the Medicaid EHR incentive program and related population health or Medicaid related provider payment and delivery reform efforts in the state, such as Medicaid ACOs, PCMHs, or Health Homes. Additionally, some private insurers have supported their own HIE (e.g., Blue Cross/Blue Shield in California). Many HIOs are reportedly struggling, but at least some HIOs appear to have developed viable, long-term funding models that serve as one viable mechanism and avenue for exchange moving forward. As noted, competitors are individual IDSNs and exchange with providers using the same EHR and EHR portals which we describe in greater detail in the findings sections.

3. The characteristics of the specific provider organizations (bottom row) in the region, including both the LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. Some key issues at this level are whether the organization has adopted a certified EHR, if so what kind, and whether they believe there is a strategic advantage and/or positive business case for engaging in exchange. If they believe there is a strategic advantage and/or positive business case for eHIE, there also is the question of what kind of data will be exchanged, for what purpose, and through which technological means.

The literature on EHR adoption and use points to a possible fourth level of analysis: that is the individual level. Specifically, individual providers (e.g., physician, nurse) and/or staff (e.g., managers, clerks) attitudes and views toward EHRs and eHIE may vary based on their own characteristics. For example, physician and other clinicians’ age is negatively associated with willingness and ability to use an EHR or use all of its features, even when the practice or hospital they work in has one installed.15 Similarly, patients/residents and their family or guardians view of EHRs, eHIE, and privacy and security and related issues, such as willingness to provide consent, may vary by education, income, race/ethnicity or other individual characteristics. However, we do not include this level explicitly in our conceptual framework, as we were unable to

collect much data on these issues through our case studies. Nonetheless, where our respondents reported on these issues in their own organizations, we report them.

The second noteworthy feature of our conceptual framework is that it allows for bidirectional effects of each level (e.g., environment or context) on others (e.g., region or community) and how characteristics of eHIE approaches in a specific region relate to implementation and outcomes (intermediate and ultimate) over time. For example, our stakeholder discussion, literature review, and case studies show that the federal and state environment or context has affected specific regional eHIE efforts and there is great variation across regions in both the level and types of eHIE. Conversely, promising initiatives and lessons learned about eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners can be used to help implement some ongoing HITECH programs (e.g., latest round of HIE cooperative agreement, 2015-2017 rule and Stage 3, use of Medicaid 90-10 matching funds) and other payment and delivery system reforms at the state and federal levels. As Yin has noted, one of the central contributions of case studies is to better understand what aspects of the environment or context are most important and how they affect planning, implementation, and outcomes over time. Others have also noted the importance of “multi-level” research and evaluation to better understand the complex environment, interactions, and outcomes of new programs or interventions.

Finally, our conceptual framework includes both intermediate and ultimate outcomes. The ultimate outcome of interest (to the far right in the middle row) cannot be achieved until robust enough exchange occurs and this is likely to take time. That is, the volume and nature of exchange occurring clearly affects the ability to achieve improvements in care coordination and quality and reduction in total costs for the population served by the organizations in the region. Additionally, the ability to use and re-use exchanged data to achieve these ultimate outcomes requires robust but affordable technological solutions as well as workflow redesign and related education and training. While LTPAC providers and their exchange partners are in the early stages of exchange, as described in further detail in our finding section, we have identified some promising states and regions throughout the country where research and evaluation on intermediate and ultimate outcomes could potentially take place. Further information on possible outcome or impact analysis can be found in the “Impacts and Evaluation” portion of the paper.

**Methods**

This study sought to answer the research questions listed above by conducting a systematic review of the literature (peer-reviewed and gray) over the past five years, semi-structured discussions with key informants throughout the country (N=22), and site
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visits to two states (the Urban Institute team studied two initiatives in Minnesota, one in Pennsylvania) in the United States where eHIE involving LTPAC providers is more advanced in planning and early implementation activities compared to most areas of the country.

The Urban Institute team used each data source for a different purpose. The literature review was used to collect information on past and ongoing efforts to plan, implement, and evaluate eHIE involving LTPAC providers that was published over the past three years. The Urban Institute team built on this knowledge by engaging in discussions with key stakeholders in eHIE initiatives involving LTPAC providers across the United States. The Urban Institute team used these discussions to explore the latest planning, implementation, and early evaluation developments in eHIE involving LTPAC providers with an eye toward identifying two communities that could be the focus of more in-depth case studies. The Urban Institute team gained further more in-depth insight into the planning, implementation, and evaluation efforts of three eHIE initiatives involving LTPAC providers by conducting case studies of those initiatives.

The Urban Institute team used the information obtained through the targeted review of the literature and key informant discussions to also develop a conceptual framework for understanding how LTPAC providers and their trading partners prepared for the implementation of eHIE, and the impact of this exchange on clinical workflow, work force, and the quality, continuity, and cost of care the LTPAC providers and their HIE trading partners. The Urban Institute team used the information gained through the review of the literature, the stakeholder discussions as well as the newly developed conceptual framework to identify several sites of eHIE activating involving LTPAC providers that could be the subject of more in-depth case studies.

**Literature Review**

A systematic approach was used to identify and synthesize current literature (peer and non-peer-reviewed) on the planning, implementation, and impact of eHIE, particularly as they pertain to LTPAC settings, providers, and care coordination. First, in consultation with a research librarian, search terms were developed. Second, the search terms were applied to the databases EBSCOhost, Medline and Scopus to identify relevant literature. We initially focused our initial search to the last five years (2009-2014). We also conducted a targeted review of websites from government and professional associations to identify any relevant materials. Using these two literature review approaches, the research team identified a total of 2,021 articles for review.

Researchers then reviewed abstracts. Articles published prior to 2011 (the last three years of literature) that did not meet inclusion and exclusion criteria were eliminated, reducing the total to 303 articles. Finally, the 303 full articles were reviewed by members of the research team, and extraneous articles were eliminated. This process resulted in a final set of 74 peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed articles or materials. Appendix A contains citations for all considered (fully reviewed and included) articles.
**Stakeholder Discussions**

The research team used the stakeholder discussions to explore the latest planning, implementation, and early evaluation developments in eHIE involving LTPAC providers with an eye toward identifying two communities that could be the focus of more in-depth case studies. Using information from informal discussions with federal officials overseeing eHIE programs and the non-peer-reviewed literature; the research team developed an initial list of informants. In total, 17 discussions were held with 22 individuals representing 12 regions around the country.

**Case Studies**

Using the information obtained through the literature review and key informant discussions as well as our conceptual framework (described above), the Urban Institute team identified several sites of eHIE activity involving LTPAC providers that could be the subject of more in-depth case studies. The sites selected for more in-depth case studies were chosen in part because their markets for exchange between LTPAC providers (especially NFs and HHAs) and their exchange partners were considered relatively mature. The Urban Institute team developed and used a number of criteria in conjunction with the project officer’s input to select alternative case study sites. Overall, these criteria allowed the research team to assess the potential pros and cons of various regions/states, their potential complementarity, and generalizability of case study results. For example, we sought to identify a region with a relatively mature market for exchange between LTPAC providers (especially NFs and HHAs) and their trading partners so they had more experience on which to draw and perhaps some early insights into impacts. Additionally, we considered the technological approach using, including public HIEs, private HIEs, vendor networks, and portals, allowing us to capture the diverse ways eHIE is being achieved, technologies that are more likely to be scaled up and spread (rather than unique, homegrown systems), and the implications for things like workflow and impact. Finally, we sought to identify sites that would welcome the research team.

After reviewing and discussing that list, our HHS Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE) project officer selected three initiatives across two states for case studies and site visits: KeyHIE in the Northcentral/Northeast region of Pennsylvania and the Fairview-Ebenezer and Benedictine initiatives in and around Minneapolis, Minnesota.

In summer 2015, the Urban Institute team conducted 43 interviews with 47 respondents in site visits to Pennsylvania and Minnesota. In Pennsylvania, the team held 19 interviews with 21 respondents; in Minnesota, 24 interviews with 26 respondents.

After completing the site selection process, the Urban Institute team began identifying the key organizations and informants that should be targeted for interviews.
during the in-person site visits as well as the most appropriate points of contact for securing those interviews. The types of informants sought for interviews included:

- Clinical personnel such as physicians, nurses, medical assistants, office managers, and EHR/HIT staff from providers participating in the programs in the selected sites (including NFs, HHAs, hospitals, organized delivery systems, and medical groups).
- Local and state leaders.
- Plan and payer representatives.
- eHIE evaluators.
- Other stakeholders with experience and knowledge of eHIE.

To identify the most appropriate organizations and respondents for site visit interviews, the Urban Institute team used several strategies. First, the team had informal discussions with key stakeholders including state staff and, in the case of KeyHIE, HIE leadership. Second, the Urban Institute selected participating providers for interviews with the goal of having some variation in the following characteristics:

- Ownership or type (e.g., hospital or system owned, non-profit or for-profit);
- Geographic setting (urban/suburban/rural);
- Size; and
- Teaching status.

Third, the Urban Institute team inquired about other people informants thought we should interview. Through this “snowball sampling” procedure, we built a more robust list of individuals and organizations potentially able to participate in interviews.

The Urban Institute team developed and received approval from the Urban Institute’s institutional review board (IRB) to use four interview protocols targeting different types of respondents. The use of four protocols (rather than one) allowed interviewers to more easily direct questions to the most appropriate respondent. For example, we directed more technical questions about a provider’s technology tools toward the organization’s EHR/HIE lead, and workflow related questions toward that provider’s clinical staff. Since the interviews were semi-structured, interviewers were able to ask other questions and probes as needed.

The Urban Team conducted the site visits in summer 2015 using two pairs of interview teams. Each interview team consisted of a lead interviewer and a note taker. Interviews were also recorded to facilitate polishing interview notes taken during the site visit and to produce interview notes for the interviews in which there were only audio recordings. The team conducted some interviews after the site visit due to scheduling conflicts and the geographic distance of some respondents. All interview notes were
cleaned and analyzed at the end of each respective site visit. In addition, during the site visit, the team discussed preliminary findings, which covered key topics to describing findings from the site visits and was used to inform the site visit memoranda. The Urban Institute team also received follow-up materials from some respondents to provide additional information on the topics covered during the interview. Findings from each site visit were summarized in memoranda.

Findings from both site visit memoranda were synthesized in the final report to illustrate how the initiatives examined overlapped and where they differed in approach and outcomes in order to identify key lessons learned and potentially generalizable findings.

**Description of Case Study Site: Minnesota**

Our team studied two initiatives in Minnesota at varying stages of eHIE implementation and usage. The first was the Benedictine-Allina initiative. Exchange of patients’ clinical information between the one participating Benedictine Health System (BHS) NF (St. Gertrude’s) and the one participating Allina hospital (St. Francis) is performed by creating, sending, and receiving a Continuity of Care Document (CCD) using each facility’s EHR. The two facilities are located on the same property, share many patients, but do not have the same EHR vendor. Exchange with other trading partners is still largely performed via fax.

The second initiative is the Fairview-Ebenezer initiative, which is in the planning phases and builds off previous grant-funded work. This project focuses on improving the eHIE capacity of providers serving Burnsville, Minnesota. Fairview Health Services is the lead organization of a collaboration that includes Ebenezer and Burnsville Emergency Medical Services (EMS). Fairview owns Ebenezer but not the Burnsville EMS. Fairview-Ebenezer eHIE implementation is pending award of the State Innovation Model (SIM) testing grant. In both initiatives, hospital portals are the most common way that LTPAC providers view patient data from trading partners, which only provides information about a patient’s most recent acute care encounter and is only uni-directional exchange.

Minnesota was selected in part because it has a unique provider landscape. Most of the hospitals and physicians serving the region are owned or affiliated with one of several systems (e.g., Allina Health, Fairview Health Services) or multi-specialty group practices (e.g., Fairview Physicians Associates). There is also a high preponderance of LTPAC providers in Minnesota, many of which are part of senior service health systems including both initiatives studied (e.g., BHS and Fairview Health Services). Additionally, ACOs are common in Minnesota. For example, both Fairview and Allina are ACOs under CMS’ Pioneer ACO Program.

Minnesota’s approach to eHIE is also unique. Rather than supporting a state-wide HIE or regional public HIOs, the state has taken a market-based approach to HIE, granting funds to private organizations to stand up exchange within communities. This has created a relatively decentralized and market driven model that operates within the boundaries of an overarching state plan and regulatory framework.
Finally, Minnesota has implemented state laws to spur adoption of eHIE including a 2005 EHR mandate for most providers. There are also two active and influential associations in Minnesota for “older adult services” (LeadingAge and Care Providers) that have been instrumental in securing exemptions for post-acute care providers from the state’s EHR mandate\(^\text{18}\) (described below) and will be contributing to the LTPAC Roadmap, which further defines the future of eHIE with LTPAC providers in Minnesota. Despite these favorable conditions, eHIE with LTPAC providers remains limited in Minnesota.

### Description of Case Study Site: Pennsylvania

KeyHIE is a national leader in HIT. Founded in 2005, KeyHIE is one of the oldest and largest HIEs in the country. Originally under the umbrella of Geisinger Health Systems, KeyHIE is backed by decades of health care innovation and serves close to 4 million patients in the Northcentral/Northeast region of Pennsylvania.

KeyHIE currently has 18 LTPAC facilities connected, and has plans to bring on an additional 55 over the next three years as part of a grant from the HHS Health Resources and Services Administration (HRSA). KeyHIE offers participating providers three HIT solutions: KeyHIE (query-based) Transform, MyKeyCare and is now implementing Direct Secure Messaging (DSM).

KeyHIE was selected because the Northcentral/Northeast region of Pennsylvania is further advanced in implementing eHIE with LTPAC providers than most regions of the country. This is largely a result of the leadership provided by the Geisinger Health System as one of the initial sponsoring organizations for KeyHIE. Geisinger dominates the region; it currently shares data with KeyHIE and also extends its network through EpicCare Link, a portal for community providers.

Finally, KeyHIE was selected because of its development and use of the Transform tool, which takes MDS and OASIS data and converts the clinically meaningful information to a CCD. This CCD can be exchanged using KeyHIE so that the all participating providers could access the CCD. The Transform tool is inexpensive relative ($500 per year for facilities with 99 beds or below) to the cost of interfacing with an exchange, which appeals to LTPAC facilities who may otherwise not be able to afford to participate in information exchange. Use of the Transform Tool is spreading to other regions and communities (e.g., Colorado, Delaware, and Illinois).

Below, we discuss findings from the literature review, stakeholder discussions, and case studies related to

- Preparing for eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners;
- Implementing eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners; and
- Assessing the impact of eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners.

This section seeks to answer the following research questions:

- What community characteristics and/or programs (e.g., service delivery and payment models, special initiatives, collaborations, etc.) enabled and continue to support the electronic exchange of health information between LTPAC providers and their HIE trading partners (e.g., physicians, hospitals, pharmacies/pharmacists, etc.)? What was/is the focus of these activities (e.g., improving coordination/continuity of care, increasing efficiencies and reducing costs, identifying information exchange needs, building trust, etc.)? Over what period of time were these activities implemented prior to and during implementation of HIE activities?

- What business/organizational/quality/other factors lead to the LTPAC provider’s decision to engage and invest in eHIE?

- What activities (e.g., technological, policy, financial and human workflow) were undertaken by the LTPAC provider to prepare for and enable the provider/staff to engage in eHIE?

There was one research question in the RFP relating to cost of eHIE solutions that we were unable to answer. Federal and state grants that were used to stand up the exchange initiatives are identified in this section. However, fees used to sustain HIE were deemed proprietary information and HIEs unwilling to publicly disclose fee schedules. This section will instead focus on the costs associated with standing up eHIE in a region and the grants that supported those efforts. We will additionally discuss federal and state policies, programs and reforms that impact a region’s planning for eHIE.

**Funding and Financing**

As shown in the environment or context (top row) level of the Conceptual Framework, federal cooperative agreements, grants, or demonstrations were the initial source of funding for eHIE initiatives with LTPAC providers. Nearly every organization that we spoke with in our stakeholder discussions and on our case study site visits, save for one, had been the beneficiary of federal funds for enabling eHIE. Specifically, cooperative agreements and grants administered through ONC programs played a major role. A few initiatives also received state funds to stand up exchange.
Though ARRA HITECH provided the initial spark for federal and state funding for EHR adoption, HIE, and MU, all of our data sources affirmed that private efforts and funding for eHIE and LTPAC providers will become increasingly critical to sustaining eHIE with LTPAC providers in the future. This means an intensified search for cost-effective eHIE solutions that show a ROI for not only Medicare and Medicaid but key provider groups that must participate in and support exchange.

**Federal**

Our stakeholder interviews highlighted the many sources of federal funding that HIEs could capitalize on to recruit and initiate exchange with LTPAC providers. Some HIEs leveraged funds under their State HIE Cooperative Agreement Programs. For example, some stakeholders were the recipients of ONC Challenge grants, which provided additional funds for breakthrough innovations in HIE to regions participating in the State HIE Cooperative Agreement Program.19 Four states targeted in our stakeholder discussions focused their efforts as Challenge Grant awardees on HIE involving LTPAC providers (e.g., Colorado, Indiana, Massachusetts, and Maryland).20 Similarly, several states that participated in our stakeholder discussions (e.g., Indiana, Maine, and Pennsylvania) targeted LTPAC providers as part of their Beacon Community Program Agreement efforts.21

Through our stakeholder discussions we identified one CMS Medicare Quality Improvement Organization (QIO) initiative that operated from 2012-2013 provided technical assistance to LTPAC and other providers in Colorado, Minnesota, and Pennsylvania through the HIT for Post-Acute Care Special Innovation Project (HITPAC).22 This initiative helped providers optimize their use of HIT to support medication management, care coordination in transitions of care, and advancements in HIE.23

We further studied some of the LTPAC providers involved in this initiative during our case study site visit to Minnesota. In September 2012, the Minnesota-based QIO Stratis Health was awarded a one-year $1,139,858 contract with CMS through its 10th


Scope of Work to help NFs further adopt EHRs and work towards eHIE. After completing the HITPAC project, eHIE activities were suspended, but Ebenezer sought opportunities to keep eHIE momentum going from and continue pursuing eHIE between NFs and acute care. As a result, Ebenezer pursued a Performance-Based Incentive Payment Plan (PIPP) grant from the State of Minnesota to continue pursuing eHIE in the form of DSM, Tiger Texting, lab integration and CCD exchange (described below).

CMS Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation (CMMI) Demonstration Program provides grant funds to support a variety of activities, including to identify solutions that reduce hospital admissions. Some of the stakeholders we interviewed are using these funds to pursue eHIE between hospitals and targeted LTPAC providers. For example, the Curators of the University of Missouri was awarded a Health Care Innovation Award Initiative to develop and strengthen eHIE between hospitals and NHs and HHAs.

Finally, some states may apply for and receive SIM grants to support eHIE and related efforts with LTPAC providers. SIM grants provide funding and technical assistance to states to develop and test delivery models to improve performance and quality while decreasing costs. The Fairview-Ebenezer initiative studied in Minnesota, for example, sought but has not yet received a SIM Model Test Award to enable exchange of data between NFs and EMS.

As of our case study site visit, Ebenezer had received a developmental grant, which provided about one year of funding, from June 2014 to May 1, 2015. They have since solicited an implementation grant from the state, and anticipate learning whether they will be awarded funds by end of summer 2015. As of September 30, 2015 Ebenezer has not been awarded a Round 2 grant to pursue implementation of eHIE.

On the other hand, the Benedictine initiative also studied in Minnesota, was unable to apply for SIM dollars because they proposed using funds to continue developing software capabilities. Reportedly, the state cannot or will not pay for development of software capabilities through this grant.

One of our case study sites (KeyHIE) leveraged many of the federal grants described above to implement eHIE. In 2004, AHRQ awarded Geisinger a $1.5 million grant to "develop a secure web-based network that links participating hospitals and other health care providers in the region, providing seamless and secure access to
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patients’ health information, including diagnoses, test results, allergies, and medication lists. In 2010, ONC awarded Geisinger a three-year Beacon Community grant totaling $16 million. Geisinger used the grant to build on its KeyHIE efforts and extend the benefits of other Geisinger-led HIT initiatives to other providers in the community. KeyHIE, incorporated as an independent corporation under the Geisinger Foundation in December 2013, is now its own legal corporate entity that reports to Geisinger leadership but is governed as a community resource. Soon after, in 2014, HRSA awarded KeyHIE a three-year grant for $900k to expand its network to 55 LTPAC providers in Pennsylvania. Grant funds will be used to develop on three HIT solutions within KeyHIE--KeyHIE Transform, MyKeyCare and DSM.

Some other federal resources--financial and non-financial, direct or indirect--are available to help financially support eHIE efforts generally or with LTPAC providers more specifically. For example, under the Medicaid EHR Incentive program states are eligible for a 90-10 match for certain Medicaid HIE related activities and while states cannot directly support HIE efforts with LTPAC providers, development of the HIE infrastructure may indirectly facilitate HIE between LTPAC providers and other providers over time. The 2015-2017 modifications restructures Stages 1 and 2 MU requirements for MU of certified EHRs supports settings and use cases across the care continuum. Several criteria are applicable to LTPAC providers including those around transitions of care, care plans, privacy and security, and potentially other areas.

As note previously some of the major federal ARRA HITECH programs specifically designed to foster eHIE development and innovation came to an end (i.e., first major phase of state HIE cooperative agreements, Beacon). According to our stakeholder interviews, this has left some eHIE organizations and providers struggling to find funding sources to support further HIE infrastructure development and to sustain and expand current efforts. An ONC funding opportunity announcement (FOA) to support additional HIE efforts was released in early summer 2015. Initially only $28 million of awards were anticipated; the final FOA also resulted in ten $1 million grants for a total of $38 million in HIE investment. Through this effort three states (Colorado, Delaware, and Illinois) will be supporting eHIE with LTPAC providers. This level of funding is much lower than at the high of the ONC State HIE Cooperative Agreement program, which awarded $540 million.

28 Ibid.
State

The literature identified some sources of state funding for HIE with LTPAC efforts. The most notable example is the Healthcare Efficiency and Affordability Law for New Yorkers Capital Grant Program (HEAL NY).[^32] HEAL NY, which started in 2006, represents more than an $800 million investment of public-private funds in EHRs and eHIE and aims to develop a health information network for New York State by linking together community-based regional health information organizations (RHIOs) that adhere to common standards and policies. RHIOs' roles included convening and governing community stakeholders, promoting collaboration and data sharing, and implementing technology for eHIE. As of 2012, 12 non-profit RHIOs provided eHIE services across New York State in compliance with state requirements using a variety of commercial products. Notably, 54% of the grantees targeted long-term care providers (though the article does not specify the types of providers falling into that category) and 24% targeted home care providers.^[33]

The initiatives studied in our case study site visit to Minnesota were the recipient of state grants to implement eHIE with LTPAC providers. The Fairview-Ebenezer initiative was the recipient of state funds to enable eHIE with LTPAC providers. For example, they received PIPP, a two-year grant for approximately $385,000 that will end September 2016. Ebenezer is using PIPP dollars to further exchange using secure health care messaging applications such as Tiger Texting, advancing their CCD exchange with non-business affiliates and expanding exchange with state and commercial labs. The state was also a recipient of a Testing Experience and Functional Tools (TEFT) grant by CMS (about $500k) in March 2014. TEFT funded a demonstration for organizations to bring personal health records to deliver LTSS data to beneficiaries and their caregivers. One respondent noted that this state funding solicitation built on learnings from past projects such as SIM, the Fairview-Ebenezer PIPP project, and other efforts to integrate and improve care.

Benedictine was awarded $375,000 from the State of Minnesota to develop MatrixCare software such that it can exchange CCDs with Allina’s Epic system peer-to-peer to support transitions of care between the Allina hospital and the Benedictine NF. The Benedictine-Allina project is primarily funded through the state grant and provider investment.

Subscription Fees

As demonstrated in the regional structure (middle row) level of the Conceptual Framework, a complement to federal funding sources, many of the initiatives studied charge a subscription fee to participants. For example, the Colorado Regional Health Information Organization (CORHIO) was an ONC Grantee (through the State Health
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Information Exchange Cooperative Agreement and the Challenge Grant). However, CORHIO transitioned to a $25 per user per organization subscription fees in 2014 to fund itself as ONC cooperative agreement and grant resources wound down. These subscription fees were not waived for LTPAC providers.

The Indiana Health Information Exchange (IHIE), a private HIE, has a subscription fee financial model as well. However, federal resources related to eHIE and policies (e.g., Stage 2 MU of the Medicaid/Medicare EHR Incentive Program) played an early role in the development of infrastructure that is now being sustained through subscription/user fees. As of December 2014, there were approximately four Kindred long-term care facilities working with IHIE, with plans to bring more on. Kindred is a national chain with 2,730 locations in 47 states. IHIE was initially affiliated with Regenstrief Institute, but has been an independent entity for more than two years.

KeyHIE now charges participating providers a subscription fee, priced by provider type and size, for ongoing use. This has been critical to the sustainability of the HIE since many of the federal grants that were leveraged to stand up eHIE (described above) have expired. Startup costs vary depending on the technology solution; an EHR connection can be quite expensive, particularly for larger facilities, while Transform is a much lower cost option.

The initiatives studied in Minnesota are not driven by a Health Data Intermediary or HIO, which would typically serve as a data aggregator and charge ongoing fees for connecting and querying for health information. As a result, participating facilities are not charged subscription fees. Allina, the hospital system working with Benedictine, is becoming an HIO but it envisions eHIE serving the development of their ACO and does not have plans to charge subscriptions. Providers will have to pay their vendors to develop the integration in order to connect to the HIE product. Reportedly those costs range from $2,000-30,000 per entity, which can be substantial for certain entities.

Apart from efforts to facilitate robust bidirectional eHIE, facilities involved in all of the initiatives studied reportedly have access to hospital portals to view patient information at partner organizations. These are highly affordable solutions, costing facilities only about $75/year.

---

Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Programs

In 2009, Congress passed the ARRA, which contained provisions collectively known as “HITECH”\(^{36}\) (shown in the Environment or Context level of the Conceptual Framework). The purpose of ARRA HITECH was to accelerate the digitization of the American health care system through greater adoption and the MU of EHRs and eHIE. The Medicare and Medicaid EHR incentive programs are the main mechanism through which providers, specifically eligible hospitals and eligible professionals, can access the financial resources to support the purchase or upgrade their EHRs. Additionally, through the successive stages of MU (Stages 1, 2, and 3, and for Medicaid providers only, a preliminary stage called Adopt, Implement, and Upgrade), the Medicare and Medicaid EHR incentive programs make available incentive payments to eligible providers who use certified EHR technology in the ways intended to improve the quality and efficiency of care.

Of particular importance to this project, LTPAC providers were not defined as eligible hospitals or eligible professionals under HITECH, so they were ineligible for the Medicare and Medicaid EHR Incentive programs or technical assistance through the Regional Extension Center (REC) program. Despite their ineligibility, the literature shows that the LTPAC provider community has worked to shape EHR Incentive Program MU criteria at the federal level. For example, per an August 1, 2012, letter from the President of American Physical Therapy Association to ONC regarding 2015-2017 modifications restructures Stages 1 and 2 MU requirements for the Medicaid/Medicare EHR Incentive Programs related to eHIE and transitions of care with LTPAC providers: “It is important that input from [LTPAC] providers is considered in the evolution of MU requirements so that patient data are accurate, accessible and transferred with the highest degree of security protocols in place to protect patient privacy.”

The Federal Government has also supported policies that facilitate EHR adoption in LTPAC facilities. For example, ONC’s 2014 “Health Information Technology: Standards, Implementation Specifications, and Certification Criteria for Electronic Health Record Technology, Final Rule” encourages EHR technology developers to certify EHR Modules to the transitions of care certification criteria (§170.314(b)(1) and (2)) as well as any other certification criteria that may make it more effective and efficient for eligible professionals, eligible hospitals, and critical access hospitals to electronically exchange health information with health care providers in other health care settings.\(^{37}\)

And many of LTPAC providers’ key exchange partners (e.g., hospitals, medical groups) were defined as eligible hospitals and eligible professionals and the MU


requirements for the Medicaid/Medicare EHR Incentive Programs (along with other health care reforms) are beginning to give more incentive for these eligible hospitals and eligible professionals to engage in eHIE with LTPAC providers. Findings from the literature review and stakeholder discussions indicate that Stage 2 MU provided some incentives for eligible hospitals and eligible professionals to begin engaging in eHIE with LTPAC providers. This perspective is consistent with findings from the project’s two case studies, with respondents in Minnesota also mentioning Stage 3 MU requirements as a motivating factor for hospital, organized delivery system, and medical group engagement in eHIE with LTPAC providers.

However, conversations with stakeholders across the United States indicate that competition for HIT resources within acute care provider organizations continues to be a challenge. For example, in the Missouri Quality Initiative there was an indication that organization delivery systems and hospitals were hesitant to allocate the resources needed to make DSM operational, and there was a general surprise in the technical complexity of what was required to make DSM operational. Acute care providers also continue to report staffing and information technology budget cutbacks due to financial pressures and multiple competing demands and projects. Although some HIEs indicated that the Medicaid/ Medicare EHR Incentive Program Stage 2 MU requirement for data exchange with non-affiliates was the lever used to get some acute and primary care providers as well as specialists to begin to exchange data with LTPAC providers, during this stage of the program, attestation was the priority. As a result, efforts to facilitate eHIE with LTPAC providers were often sidelined. While not specifically cited in the Pennsylvania case study, this finding is consistent with the Minnesota case study. Several respondents in Minnesota noted that provider efforts to meet MU requirements for the EHR Incentive Programs can sometimes have the opposite effect on eHIE involving LTPAC providers; in some instances, provider efforts to meet these requirements more generally have left fewer resources for developing interoperability with LTPAC providers, resulting in delays in investments in this area.

Privacy and Security Laws and Regulations

Privacy and security policies and requirements (shown in the Environment or Context level of the Conceptual Framework) are critical but can pose barriers to HIE with LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. Although all providers must meet Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and other federal privacy and security requirements, states can pass additional requirements related to privacy and security and penalties for data breaches. One important way in which state privacy and security policy varies is whether patients or their legal guardians must opt-in or opt-out of HIE (i.e., actively give consent for all or some parts of their data to be exchanged).

Opt-in policies have been found to increase the cost of HIE participation for providers and therefore decrease participation in HIE efforts, while opt-out policies decrease costs and increase provider participation. In Maine, which adopted an opt-out policy for patient consent for general medical data sharing, the eHIE includes the records of over 88% of the population. Only 1.1% of the state’s population has opted out of participating in the eHIE. This is not to say that opt-in policies create an insurmountable barrier to eHIE for providers but additional thought about workflow redesign is required. For example, Massachusetts has an opt-in policy but providers reportedly have integrated the consent process into their workflows so that consent can be obtained efficiently.

This experience is consistent with findings from the KeyHIE case study. KeyHIE currently has a more restrictive approach to security than Pennsylvania requires. KeyHIE employs an opt-in privacy model, which requires providers to actively seek consent from patients in order to exchange their health information, and limits access to patient information to organizations that consent to follow KeyHIE’s RHIO agreement. Some respondents suggested that in order to encourage greater eHIE, KeyHIE will synchronize with state laws and providers will soon be able to elect to implement the less restrictive opt-out policy. Granting this option may improve a providers’ ability to actively exchange their patients’ data. For example, one respondent commented that once Pennsylvania became an opt-out state in 2012, “it made things easier.”

A related issue is whether and how much state privacy and security law varies from federal policies. If states do not harmonize their policies with federal law, providers must understand how the two differ and follow the more stringent policy. For this reason, Wisconsin is planning to harmonize state law with HIPAA so that no additional consent is required and patient health information is automatically included without an option for patients to opt-out. Findings from the Minnesota case study indicate that within the state there are diverse opinions on what state privacy laws and regulations require and prohibit. Interpretation of the state’s HIE statute (Minn. Stat. §62J.498 sub. 1(f)), which defines requirements around privacy and security, varies by provider organization. Some organizations are more conservative than others. For example, some organizations could interpret the HIE law as meaning that patient consent needs to be obtained annually while others could require patient permission for each data sharing with each provider. One organized delivery system is working on moving from an opt-out to an opt-in model but has run into some “political” challenges from organization leadership in making that shift.

---


The Improving Medicare Post-Acute Care Transformation Act of 2014

One policy area that has the potential to impact future LTPAC provider involvement in eHIE (and eHIE activities more generally) but does not appear to be on the radar of most of the stakeholders interviewed yet is the IMPACT Act (shown in the Environment or Context level of the Conceptual Framework). The IMPACT Act requires that CMS standardize post-acute care patient assessment data, including data with regard to specified patient assessment instrument categories and quality measures. In addition, the IMPACT Act intends for data comparability to allow for cross-setting quality comparison in settings including skilled nursing facilities (SNFs), HHAs, IRFs, and LTCHs, and, importantly, it conveys the inclusion of patient-centeredness in its references and requirements related to capturing patient preferences and goals.\textsuperscript{41} The IMPACT Act also requires that standardized post-acute care assessment data elements be made interoperable so as to support the exchange of such data among post-acute care and other providers in order to support access to longitudinal information and coordinated care. The provisions in the IMPACT Act will drive data standardization in post-acute care settings and will support the use of interoperable HIT systems within the LTPAC and interoperable HIE with and by this sector.

Case study respondents in every category were asked how the passage of the IMPACT Act has affected eHIE in their region. A minority of respondents recognized the name of the law, and a few respondents could briefly describe the law and its implications for LTPAC providers and eHIE. Those respondents who were aware of the Act were very positive about its potential impact.

Medicare and Medicaid Programs: Reform of Requirements for Long-Term Care Facilities; Proposed Rule (CMS-3260-P)

On July 16, 2015, CMS announced a proposed rule that would update long-term care facility requirements for participation in Medicare and Medicaid (shown in the Environment or Context level of the Conceptual Framework). The proposed rule includes best practices for resident care, implements safeguards previously identified by stakeholders, and includes additional protections required by the Affordable Care Act (ACA). Changes include improvements to care planning (e.g., discharge planning with an interdisciplinary team, taking into account the caregiver’s capacity, providing follow-up information to residents, and ensuring that instructions are transmitted to receiving facilities).\textsuperscript{42} Of interest for this study is that the proposed rule would require long-term care facilities to send patient care summaries in the event of a transfer. While the proposed rule does not require the summary to be in digital form, the rule “encourage[s]...
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facilities to explore how the use of certified health IT can support their efforts to electronically develop and share standardized discharge summaries…".

The proposed rule’s 60-day comment period, which should have ended on September 14, 2015, was extended for an additional 30 days, until October 14, 2015.43

Though the proposed rule was announced after the Urban Institute team conducted the project’s review of literature, stakeholder discussions, and site visits, the rule’s requirements around care planning could have implications for LTPAC involvement in eHIE (if and when the rule is issued as final). This remains an issue to watch going forward.

**Payment and Delivery Reforms**

As already noted, payment and delivery reforms have the potential to impact LTPAC involvement in eHIE (shown in the Environment or Context level of the Conceptual Framework). The Federal Government is pushing many of these reforms (e.g., CMMI’s ACO Medicare Shared Savings Program, Medicare’s hospital readmission policy) while others are led by local providers (e.g., Geisinger’s bundled payments program) or state governments (e.g., Minnesota’s bundled payments program, called “baskets of care”). Many of these payment and delivery reforms require providers to engage in care coordination and population management.

An important component of any effort to provide those types of services is access to patient health care data across the continuum of care, which includes primary, acute, post-acute, and long-term care. Access to this range of data enables providers to form a better, more holistic picture of their patients’ care needs and the care delivered by a range of providers to meet that need. HIE between LTPAC providers and other providers is a promising if not critical tool for giving those providers access to information across the continuum of care.

Findings from both the review of literature and stakeholder discussion indicate that payment and delivery reforms in general provide financial incentives for hospital and organized delivery systems to engage in eHIE with LTPAC providers. These findings are generally consistent with those from the case studies but the Urban Institute team found important differences in the experiences of providers in the KeyHIE region and the Minneapolis region.

In the KeyHIE region, LTPAC provide reaction to these reforms in the context of KeyHIE differs by provider type--these reforms seem to be driving NF interest to join KeyHIE more so than HHAs. NFs and HHAs seem to differ in the extent to which these providers see ACOs, CMS’ readmission penalties, and bundling as a motivating factor

---

for greater involvement in KeyHIE. NFs seem more motivated by the potential future impact of these reforms on their organization and its relationship with local hospitals and organized delivery systems. Some NFs feel that these reforms are pushing hospitals and organized delivery systems to institute preferred provider networks and that their involvement in KeyHIE could position them to become the preferred providers of those local hospitals and organized delivery systems in the future. Geisinger’s health plan, which would have a powerful role in setting provider networks, also seems to be providing an additional push for LTPAC providers to participate in KeyHIE. HHAs seem to be less motivated by the potential future impact of these reforms on their prospects on becoming a preferred provider for area hospitals and are more interested in the potential for KeyHIE to improve efficiency and the quality of care their patients receive.

As a result, HHAs are generally easier to recruit for participation in KeyHIE and are more likely to be in the initial phase of data exchange. The value proposition of participating in KeyHIE—the potential for efficiency gains and quality improvement—is clearer for HHAs compared to NFs. In general, HHAs were farther ahead than the NFs in KeyHIE implementation and in thinking about and experiencing the impact of their participation in KeyHIE on their workflow.

In the Minneapolis region, payment and delivery system reforms may affect acute provider interest in exchanging health data with LTPAC providers differently.

- Medicare’ hospital readmission penalty policy has fostered hospital and integrated delivery system interest in becoming connected to LTPAC providers. Since LTPAC providers take responsibility for many patients discharged from hospitals, ensuring smooth transitions and sufficient information exchange about a patient’s care can help to limit unnecessary hospital readmissions and help hospitals and integrated delivery systems avoid incurring financial penalties from the Medicare’s readmission policy.

- ACOs are common in Minneapolis and in Minnesota in general. Many stakeholders expect that their proliferation will facilitate interoperability with LTPAC providers in the state. However, provider adoption of the ACO model of care seems so far to be a weak motivating force for [primary and acute care providers] engaging in eHIE with LTPAC providers.

- Renewed interest in Minnesota’s baskets of care program may actively shift the integrated delivery systems’ focus away from achieving interoperability with LTPAC providers. One respondent from an integrated delivery system noted that as the policy conversation within that organization shifts from hospital readmission penalties to bundled payments, interoperability with LTPAC providers becomes less important. That respondent indicated that the bundled payments ultimately chosen would likely revolve around specialty services, where there is likely high variability in rates, not LTPAC services. To the extent that integrated delivery systems have to partner with specialty physicians outside
of their network to offer those bundles, interoperability with specialty providers becomes a high priority, and LTPAC providers become less important.

**Size and Scale of Current eHIE Efforts in the United States**

The exact numbers and types of providers participating in initiatives designed to promote eHIE involving LTPAC providers were sometimes difficult to discern in both the literature and stakeholder discussions. Some of these projects targeted SNFs, NHs, or home health specifically, but many aimed to include “LTPAC providers,” which was defined broadly without further describing the exact setting of care. However, the information we were able to gather through our stakeholder discussions demonstrates that there is significant variation in the number and types of LTPAC and other providers (e.g., hospitals, medical groups, laboratories, pharmacies) participating in eHIE (shown in the Regional Structure level of the Conceptual Framework).

Through the stakeholder discussions, the Urban Institute team was able to ascertain estimates of participating hospital and LTPAC providers and gain a sense of the range of hospital and LTPAC participation and scale of the HIE effort. In some regions and states (Massachusetts, Minnesota, and Missouri), around 1% of hospitals and medical groups in the state are participating. In other regions and states at least 35 hospitals are participating in the HIE. For example, in Colorado, 95% of hospitals are participate in the HIE, and in Ohio 90% do. About 18% of hospitals in Maine participate in the HIE. KeyHIE falls roughly in the middle of these two tails of the distribution with about 7% hospitals.

Similarly, there is significant variation across states in the number of LTPAC providers participating in eHIE. Massachusetts and Minnesota have a relatively small number of participating LTPAC providers (i.e., ten LTPAC facilities). Colorado (N=120) and Ohio (N=175) are among the states with the largest number of participating LTPAC providers. Maryland, Maine, and Missouri, fall in between with 11-40 participating LTPAC providers. In Pennsylvania, reportedly about 30% of long-term care facilities are participating in KeyHIE. We were unable to discern an exact number in Indiana, but LTPAC provider involvement there is noteworthy because it consists of two of the largest national, for-profit chains, Golden Living and Kindred Healthcare, that have or are implementing an EHR (e.g., PointClickCare [PCC]).

**LTPAC Providers’ eHIE Capacity**

The best available information in the literature suggests that LTPAC providers are lagging behind other key providers (e.g., 58% of hospitals now have a basic EHR) in the adoption and use of certified EHRs (shown in the Provider Organization level of the Conceptual Framework). See the “LTPAC Providers and EHR Adoption” section for further information on this topic.
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Our stakeholder discussion informants, who were primarily from HIIs, reported that LTPAC providers in their region generally had low rates of EHR adoption and ability to engage in more robust eHIE. Some LTPAC providers may have EHRs but not have activated and started using HIE modules for various reasons (e.g., too expensive, no perceived ability to exchange with partners). Hospitals and physicians, themselves, are struggling with eHIE. According to a recent article, only four in ten hospitals reported they can electronically share data with other providers and only 14% share data with ambulatory care providers or hospitals outside their organizations. However, there appears to be considerable variation between different LTPAC provider types (e.g., NFs versus residential care facilities) and within LTPAC providers (e.g., different types of NFs) so comparisons are challenging.

The sites selected for more in-depth case studies were chosen in part because their markets for exchange between LTPAC providers (especially NFs and HHAs) and their exchange partners were considered relatively mature. Findings from the KeyHIE case study confirm that is more advanced than most regions of the country and has the potential to expend LTPAC provider involvement well beyond current levels, while the two initiatives included in the Minnesota case study were farther behind.

**Market Consolidation and Competition**

The Urban Institute team found the following patterns regarding market consolidation and competition in our stakeholder discussions and the literature (see Provider Organization Characteristics level of Conceptual Framework). With respect to acute care providers, large organized delivery systems (e.g., Cleveland Clinic, Kaiser) or hospitals often play a major role in initiating eHIE involving LTPAC providers, particularly skilled nursing facilities (SNFs) and HHAs, and related care coordination efforts. These arrangements can take the form of preferred provider contractual arrangements or be more informal, based admission, discharge, transfer patterns and referral arrangements. Much of the research reporting exchange between LTPAC and other providers is occurring for LTPAC providers with strong affiliations and close proximity to large hospitals or health systems.

This finding is consistent with the KeyHIE case study and, with one exception, the Minnesota case study. KeyHIE was driven by the initial leadership provided by the region’s dominant provider organization, Geisinger Health System, as one of the initial sponsoring organizations for KeyHIE. Geisinger serves approximately 3 million residents in the Northcentral, Southcentral, and Northeast regions of Pennsylvania and employs 23,500 staff, including about 1,200 physicians, 400 residents/fellows, and
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4,600 registered nurses and licensed practical nurses. Recent Geisinger actions have pushed the region’s provider community toward even greater consolidation. As one respondent put it, Geisinger is in an “acquisitions phase”; the system has made a number of small acquisitions in recent years, mostly hospitals and small systems, but more recently Geisinger has reportedly become interested in purchasing LTPAC providers. For example, SUN Home Health, which has several facilities operating in Pennsylvania, was recently acquired by Geisinger. Several respondents indicated that this shift was due to the emergence of ACOs, hospital readmission penalties and other payment policies.

Minnesota’s provider landscape is mostly made up of large integrated delivery systems or multi-specialty group practices, with small independent providers serving rural parts of the state. The hospitals and physicians serving Minneapolis and the surrounding area are generally owned or affiliated with one of several system (e.g., Allina Health, Fairview Health Services) or multi-specialty group practices (e.g., Fairview Physicians Associates, which is independent but affiliated with Fairview Health Services). In the Minnesota case study, both eHIE initiatives involved LTPAC providers that were owned or closely linked to a nearby hospital system.

A key difference in the Minnesota experience relates to the organization that initiated eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. The Fairview-Ebenezer initiative was driven by the organized delivery system itself, which is consistent the majority of eHIE initiative discussed with stakeholders and in the literature and the KeyHIE case study. However, HIE in the Benedictine-Allina initiative was pushed by the LTPAC side (Benedictine). BHS is a non-profit health system based in Minnesota. Though it is not a large national chain provider, it does have facilities in multiple states (Minnesota, North Dakota, Missouri, Wisconsin, South Dakota, and Illinois). Information obtained through the stakeholder discussions and the literature indicates that LTPAC providers rarely are the lead organization in eHIE initiatives or on the board of a regional HIE.

Many of the NFs and HHAs in Minnesota are owned and operated by senior service health systems and large integrated delivery systems, respectively, which may facilitate LTPAC provider leadership and involvement in eHIE initiatives. BHS, for example, provides complete long-term care services for aging adults, including independent housing, assisted living, skilled nursing and rehabilitation services. Fairview Health Services, a non-profit health care system includes hospitals, aligned physicians, and clinics as well as “senior adult services” which include NFs. These senior services fall under the Ebenezer arm of the organization and have been a part of Fairview Health Services since 1995. The major national chains (Brookdale, Sunrise and Golden Living) also have a presence in Minnesota and may be better positioned for exchange and inclusion in delivery system reform than smaller facilities.

---

Finally, the stakeholder discussions and literature point to a second potential pattern: groups of hospitals and hospital associations can also play a role in supporting eHIE with LTPAC providers in the state. Our stakeholder discussions suggest that this kind of collective action appears to depend on how competitive systems or hospitals are in a region and the extent to which they see eHIE with LTPAC providers as an area in which cooperation rather than competition is to their advantage. In other words, hospitals and hospital associations support eHIE with LTPAC providers when it can benefit them and their strategies.

The Urban Institute team found limited involvement from provider associations in the Minnesota case study and little to no involvement in the Pennsylvania case study. There are two active and influential associations for “older adult service” providers in Minnesota: LeadingAge and Care Providers. LeadingAge Minnesota is the largest association of organizations serving Minnesota seniors. Care Providers is a long-term care trade association representing NFs, assisted living, home care, and hospice, with over 800 members. These organizations supported and publicized state efforts in administering a survey to LTPAC providers which showed that 69% of NFs had an EHR in 2011. They were also instrumental in securing exemptions for post-acute care providers from the state’s EHR mandate and will be contributing to the LTPAC Roadmap, a component of their SIM grant (mentioned above).

Business Case for LTPAC Engagement in eHIE Initiatives

Several stakeholders reported during discussions with the Urban Institute team that it is sometimes difficult to get the interest of acute care providers in exchanging data with LTPAC providers (see Provider Organization Characteristic level of Conceptual Framework). The principal reasons identified are the acute care providers’ current focus on their internal EHR system implementation and Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Program Stage 2 MU attestation. It appears that the competition for HIT resources within acute care provider organizations continues to be a challenge. Acute care providers also continue to report staffing and information technology budget constraints due to financial pressures and multiple competing demands and projects. Although some HIOs indicated that the Stage 2 MU requirement for data exchange with non-affiliates was the lever used to get some acute and primary care providers as well as specialists to begin to exchange data with LTPAC providers, attestation was the priority and competed with demand for eHIE with LTPAC providers.

Findings from the literature review indicate that some professional association activity supports this notion that sometimes it is difficult for LTPAC providers to engage acute care providers. For example, in the recent Health Information and Management Systems Society (HIMSS) LTPAC Task Force meeting (December 10, 2014) there was a consistent view voiced by LTPAC providers (national chains) that they are having a difficult time “getting the attention” of acute care providers.

Even in initiatives like the ones included in this project’s case studies, where acute care providers were willing to include or participate in eHIE initiatives involving LTPAC providers, some reluctance from the acute care side remains due workflow issues described below.

The literature and stakeholder discussions included little information about factors that contribute to an LTPAC provider’s decision to engage in eHIE, but findings from the two case studies shed some light on this topic. Generally, LTPAC providers who recognize the potential for eHIE to improve quality, increase efficiency, or secure referral sources from local hospitals tend to be more interested in engaging in eHIE.

Several LTPAC providers in Pennsylvania recognize that having an interoperable EHR may lead to strategic partnerships with acute care trading partners, especially HHAs. Many commented that having an interoperable EHR and access to KeyHIE could be used as a “public relations” tool to communicate to acute care providers that, “we’ll make your referral process easier.” Respondents in Minnesota also recognized the strategic value of possessing interoperable EHRs. One respondent noted that referral sources will likely eventually depend on whether a provider has an interoperable EHR. Though not specifically articulated by the respondent, this would likely apply to LTPAC providers in addition to other types of providers. In fact, one prominent EHR vendor said that NFs are beginning to understand the value they can bring to acute care providers by implementing eHIE. The respondent said this is the “main conversation we engage with [NFs] on”.

In addition, improved outcomes, efficiency, and quality of care were a major motivation for both the Benedictine-Allina and Fairview-Ebenezer initiatives. Fairview includes LTPAC providers in their system but even within that system they want a better exchange strategy. The driver is improving patient care and transitions of care. Fairview believes that if they improve process, they can improve outcomes. Moreover, Fairview recognized the impending staff shortages, especially in the LTPAC arena. They believed the technology would allow Fairview to continue to operate efficiently in spite of shortages. Though Fairview did not provide examples of efficiency gains, a respondent in Pennsylvania indicated that technology can reduce time spent on intake processes.

The Benedictine-Allina initiative had two primary drivers. First, information technology staff at Benedictine examined office efficiencies and found that systematic documentation of services provided, which determines payment, was poor. Benedictine staff believe that the use of technology will enable more complete service delivery documentation. Second, Benedictine’s leadership recognized the move in health care towards quality, which is enabled by interoperable technology. Some respondents also felt the CCD process would save them time on admissions—even if only demographic information is re-used to populate various documents. One respondent said that amount of paperwork NFs have to do has grown exponentially as a result of new regulations, which requires 4-5 FTE in admissions to complete. If this process saves 15 minutes just by prepopulating the admissions form, it could result in real savings. This was echoed
by a respondent from Fairview Health Services who, though lacking hard evidence, expects that being technologically progressive will result in FTE savings.

In contrast, in the Pennsylvania case study LTPAC providers did not consistently believe that their participation in KeyHIE would lead to quality and efficiency improvements though they generally believed that their participation could potentially preserve referral streams from local hospitals in the future. Moreover, the perceived value of eHIE seemed to differ by provider types. Respondents from KeyHIE indicated that HHAs are generally easier to recruit for participation in KeyHIE and are more likely to be in the initial phase of data exchange. Many of the individuals with whom we spoke believe the value proposition of participating in KeyHIE--the potential for efficiency gains and quality improvement--is clearer for HHAs compared to NFs. Many respondents from HHAs agreed. One indicated that “HH is a no brainer…it allows the HHA a much better picture of what’s going on with the patient’s care in real-time. The discussion with home health, it only takes a minute.”. Efficiency and quality gains seem more obvious for HHAs compared to NFs partially due to differences in referral patterns and the physical proximity to patients (see the section below on workflow for details).

HHAs and NFs have very different workflow patterns that have important implications for incorporating eHIE into their organizations. Differing referral patterns and physical proximity to patients yield different eHIE needs. For example, HHAs receive patient referrals from a variety of settings, including hospitals, NFs, primary care practices, and specialty practices; NFs on the other hand receive referrals primarily from a few local hospitals. Without eHIE, HHA staff spends considerable time reaching out to these different referral sources and tracking down the information needed to serve their patients.

Another workflow issue that affects LTPAC involvement in eHIE is the proximity of HHA and NF patients to the facility and clinicians providing their care. HHA patients are located in their home while NF patients reside in the facility. As a result, staff at HHAs are not always aware of a change in patient health status or the doctor’s orders. One problem was frequently described in both case study sites visits: if a home health patient visits an ER or is admitted to the hospital, the HHA will not know unless the patient or a family member calls the HHA. When the home health nurse arrives at the patient’s home and no one answers the door, the nurse will have to spend time trying to figure out if the patient is in the home and in need of assistance or at a hospital. NFs on the other hand typically have their patients’ onsite and are aware of a change in patient status when it occurs. In one of the case study sites (Pennsylvania), these workflow patterns resulted in HHAs that were more motivated to exchange information than NFs.
Long-Term and Post-Acute Care Provider Preparation Activities

Technological

Historically staff at LTPAC facilities has used a variety of mechanisms, including telephone calls and faxes, to obtain critical patient information. Using eHIE to gather information, in contrast, may require use of new technologies such as desktop computers, EHRs, and portable devices such as tablets or notebook computers, to capture data during the patient encounter as well as support exchange (e.g., data transport mechanisms and tools in use by partners). Moreover, new data transport methods and formats such as DSM and the Transform tool developed by KeyHIE which require technological infrastructure, have been introduced in LTPAC facilities.

The literature review and stakeholder discussions described how much of the preparation for the new technologies (e.g., transport methods, formats) were centered on the regional HIEs; historically LTPAC providers were uninvolved in developing the national vision for eHIE. However, LTPAC providers have been involved in national collaborative groups such as the LTPAC Health Information Technology Collaborative, which develops and defines LTPAC providers’ vision for HIT and the ONC-convened LTPAC Roundtable, which expands the national vision for HIT to include LTPAC providers. For example, experts who participated in the ONC LTPAC Roundtable suggested that strategies to collect and exchange data need to consider the needs of both senders of receivers.

In both case study sites, initiative leaders played a big role in determining the technological changes necessary for eHIE. In Pennsylvania, KeyHIE performs an analysis of LTPAC facilities ahead of installation of new technologies to determine which of its tools would be the “best fit” for the facility based on EHR capabilities. In Minnesota, information technology staff from Benedictine was instrumental in working with vendors to develop the technology to enable exchange of the CCD (see Provider Organization Characteristics level of Conceptual Framework).

Human Workflow

Implementing the technological changes to enable eHIE by LTPAC facilities with other providers creates a disruption in workflow for staff at all levels in the LTPAC facility, from providers to front office staff (see Provider Organization Characteristics level of Conceptual Framework). The literature revealed that a number of factors create challenges for introducing new technology in LTPAC facilities. There are high staff

---

turnover rates in LTPAC facilities, and nursing staff working in LTPAC facilities may be relatively older and have less education and training compared to nurses in other settings. As a result, they likely have less experience with computer systems generally and HIT specifically. Additionally, there are large number of nurses at SNFs that work part time. All of these staffing issues pose challenges for conducting EHR or other HIT education and training sessions.

Our stakeholder discussions suggested that there were limited resources dedicated to staff education and training. However, in both of our case study sites LTPAC staff were provided significant support from within and without the LTPAC facilities.

Staff Education and Training

All of the data sources we explored in this research highlighted the need for staff education and training at LTPAC facilities. Findings from the literature, stakeholder discussions, and case studies indicate that staff at LTPAC facilities tended to be older and less technologically adept and therefore in need of more extensive education and training compared to staff at hospitals and other providers (see Provider Organization Characteristics level of Conceptual Framework). Discussions with key stakeholders revealed that despite the high need for HIT training, LTPAC providers have limited options to provide EHR and HIE education for their staff. Generally, federally supported technical assistance programs that could potentially assist LTPAC providers, such as the ONC RECs and HIT work force training programs have ended, and few vendors provide this training free of charge or at a price point that many LTPAC providers can afford.

However, some of the initiatives to promote exchange in LTPAC facilities that we examined have provided staff education and training, including CORHIO and those studied during our site visits. Respondents from both site visits were reportedly provided extensive training through either their HIE Organization (e.g., KeyHIE) or by the LTPAC facilities themselves (e.g., Ebenezer and Benedictine), which enabled ease of use.

In Pennsylvania, the burden of training LTPAC facility staff largely fell on KeyHIE. Because of the intensive training and follow-on technical assistance provided by KeyHIE, few providers who were using KeyHIE to exchange data reported workflow


issues in using KeyHIE to exchange data. KeyHIE staff reportedly provides two full-day sessions of training to users and were highly responsive to any phone inquiries in the event of issues after the technology was in place. Training from KeyHIE is included in the ongoing subscription fee.

In Minnesota, the LTPAC facilities provided training to their own staff. At St. Gertrude’s, one of the younger staff members indicated that learning to use MatrixCare to exchange CCDs took “five minutes of training”. However, as indicated in the literature and stakeholder discussions, the transition to electronic operations has been more challenging for older staff, who still prefer working with paper. Fairview also manages staff education and training in-house for both HHAs and NFs. Upon hire, every new Fairview Health Services employee must complete a two-day HIT course. This suggests that large integrated delivery systems that own LTPAC facilities may be able to leverage existing HIT staff and training capability that may have been developed with EHR Incentive payments to extend training to their affiliated LTPAC entities. These incentive payments are not available to LTPAC providers.
FINDINGS: IMPLEMENTING eHIE BETWEEN LTPAC PROVIDERS AND EXCHANGE PARTNERS

This section seeks to answer the following research questions:

- What types of health information do the LTPAC providers and their trading partners need to support continuity and coordination of care; and how were these information needs identified? What types of information do the LTPAC providers and their trading partners create and transmit? How has the type and timing of information exchange changed since implementing eHIE?

- What eHIE methods (i.e., what technology solutions) are used to transmit information to/from the LTPAC provider and their HIE trading partners? Does the method of exchange enable the interoperable exchange and re-use of needed clinical information? What are the costs of the technology solutions?

- What do the LTPAC providers and their trading partners describe as being the advantages and disadvantages of engaging in eHIE with LTPAC providers?

Types of Information Required to Support Continuity of Care

Some of the types of information LTPAC providers and their trading partners require to support the continuity of care and general care coordination are encompassed under the 2014 Edition of EHR Certification Criteria and Stage 2 MU Objectives. However, the investments have not generally been made by LTPAC providers or HIE organizations to support the infrastructure required to support cost-effective and bidirectional exchange and re-use of information with and by LTPAC providers. Instead, at this point in time, hybrid or partial solutions with limited functionality are being implemented which are perceived as “good enough” substitutes for interoperable exchange.

The National Learning Consortium as developed by the Health Information Technology Research Center identified some of the specific types of information required to support care coordination between LTPAC providers and their trading partners.⁵⁵ The interviews and site visits conducted under this project have found results consistent with this report. Specific elements of importance that were identified include: current medication list, allergy list, current problem list, and a discharge summary. These are well-established components of consolidated-clinical data architecture (C-CDA) requirements.

---

The issue becomes exchanging and re-using these data within evolving hybrid or limited exchange systems. LTPAC providers are not using MU-certified technologies and are opting for lower cost, feasible solutions in the short term such as view-only portals and the printing and scanning of exchanged CCDs into patient records (see Provider Organization Characteristics level of Conceptual Framework). These lower cost solutions often do not support the interoperable exchange and re-use of information. The interviews also suggest that a further barrier to adoption of EHRs and/or eHIE is providing solutions that provide perceived and actual benefits that justify their use over well-established faxed-based workflows within LTPAC organizations. The types of information required to support the continuity of care on behalf of LTPAC patients by LTPAC providers and their partners are known and available, but typically they are not exchanged in a functional manner that supports electronic re-use.

Electronic Health Record Penetration in Long-Term and Post-Acute Care Facilities

Interviews indicated that adoption of data exchange by LTPAC providers is inconsistent, even within an HIE service region. For example, in the interviews, some LTPAC and HIE respondents indicated that Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Program Stage 2 MU requirements resulted in hospitals reaching out to NHs in order to meet non-affiliate exchange requirements. Others stated that their trading partners indicated that they were too busy meeting EHR Incentive Program MU requirements to deal with exchanging data with LTPAC facilities. Overall, the result has been an isolation of LTPAC providers away from larger evolving interoperable and integrated system of exchange. One result of this isolation is a narrowing of EHR vendors targeting the LTPAC market. Respondents indicated that many larger vendors of certified EHRs indicated a disinterest in the LTPAC market segment because the vendors were resources constrained by meeting MU certification requirements for existing customers and/or viewed LTPAC providers as inferior customers due to the lack of incentive dollars.

There appears a pronounced difference in the definition and functionality of EHRs between LPTACs and their partners. This has created confusion in understanding the capacity and characteristics of exchange. Studies and industry surveys have indicated that LTPAC providers have EHR adoption rates that are close to those of Medicare/Medicaid EHR Incentive Program-eligible providers. For example a March 2015, study by LeadingAge of LTPAC providers in the state of New York found 73% of NHs and 68% of health home agencies have partially or fully implemented an EHR.56 The authors identified a likely bias in respondents with a low response rate by non-adopters. More importantly, as occurred in earlier survey-based studies, respondents

may be including electronic information systems used for recording patient demographics and reporting administrative and some quality data for regulatory compliance in their self-reporting of EHR adoption within the survey.

The difference in the definition of what capabilities and characteristics constitute an EHR has led to an ability to effectively compare adoption and use rates between LTPAC providers and their trading partners. The EHRs adopted by LTPAC providers have limited technological functionality when compared to the capabilities of the EHRs of their partners. While a few LTPAC facilities owned or closely associated with large IDSNs may have an MU-certified EHR, the vast majority of LTPAC providers do not have certified EHRs. Within the LTPAC market segment, the market share for EHR vendors has some regional characteristics and a degree of fragmentation, but national leaders are emerging. For NHs and SNFs, PCC is the largest provider on a national basis. For example in 2011, PCC had a 43% market share in Minnesota. The 2015 LeadingAge study found that PCC had an 18% market share in New York. As the leading EHR in-use in the LTPAC segment, PCC only added DSM in mid-2015. Within the PCC EHR, functionality is read-only and scan (the EHR does not consume or parse the data into the EHR). Other national NH and SNF vendors have indicated that they are moving towards including DSM capability in their EHR. This means that DSM is positioned to evolve as the principal bidirectional transport mechanism between NHs and SNFs and their trading partners using MU-certified EHRs.

**Health Home versus Long-Term Care**

HHAs have a different group of EHR vendors than NH and SNF providers. Based upon the site visits and interviews, HHAs appear more likely to be using an HHA HIT or EHR module from a certified EHR vendor than a NH or SNF using a certified EHR. This is likely due to either the HHA being owned by a hospital system or having a close hospital system affiliation. Non-certified EHRs for HHAs have similar constraints on interoperability as non-certified EHRs in the NH and SNF market segment relative to electronic data re-use, but interviews indicated an easier integration of the data. This is partially due to the nature of the services provided and the characteristics of the workflow. For example, visiting nurses will input data and notes onsite during the patient encounter. Based upon the site visits in Minnesota and Pennsylvania, there appeared near universal adoption of mobile technologies such as tablets or portable computers during patient encounters and the use of cellular systems to transmit that information to centralized systems. This supports the bidirectional exchange with both certified and non-certified EHR systems and potentially eHIE from remote locations.

---


Based on our discussions with stakeholders from selected regional and state eHIEs, there currently are four potential methods and two potentially innovative solutions to data exchange for LTPAC providers and their trading partners. These are summarized in Table 1. Appendix B provides a further description of the technologies and their implications for LTPAC providers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>LTPAC Provider Benefit</th>
<th>LTPAC Provider Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Provider Portal</td>
<td>• No cost to LTPAC</td>
<td>• Uni-directional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Privacy and security managed by provider</td>
<td>• No electronic data re-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bedside access</td>
<td>• Includes limited information (e.g., most recent acute care episode)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Widely in use and integrated into workflow</td>
<td>• Print and scan record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Viewed as “good enough” and an improvement over faxes</td>
<td>• Data only from single provider system</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Does not meet MU of certified EHRs requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>eHIE Portal</td>
<td>• With provider participation more data than single provider portal</td>
<td>• Uni-directional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Integration with public health, Medicaid, other public entities</td>
<td>• Typically requires HIE subscription/fees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bedside access</td>
<td>• Many providers are not publishing data to public HIEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSM</td>
<td>• Beginning to be supported by LTPAC EHRs</td>
<td>• May not have as much clinical information as provider portal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Non-EHR access alternatives</td>
<td>• Privacy and security managed by both HIE and LTPAC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Low cost</td>
<td>• No electronic data re-use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Established standards</td>
<td>• Print and scan record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supports CCD exchange</td>
<td>• Does not meet MU of certified EHR requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Bidirectional exchange and information re-use</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Supports innovative solutions including API or FHIR Transform, SEE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• DSM is required to be included in 2014 CEHRT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• May not be as efficient as established fax workflows</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Point-to-point communication (data not available to the broader health care community)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Generally, LTPAC EHRs do not support consumption (electronic re-use) of documents represented using the C-CDA r2 standard (including CCD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• ONC standards for transport conversion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Implementation by certified EHR vendors is inconsistent (e.g., some can only receive (but not create) C-CDA documents)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• HISP to HISP interface issues</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• PDF-based solutions (e.g., document scanning)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• HIPAA constraints on mailboxes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Privacy and security management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Workflow integration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Absence of provider director/address challenges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Absence of read receipt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• View-only alternatives (i.e., HIE and provider portals) cheaper and easier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
TABLE 1 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>LTPAC Provider Benefit</th>
<th>LTPAC Provider Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Query-Based Exchange | • Public and private HIEs  
• Comprehensive record (if data shared across providers)  
• Bidirectional exchange and information re-use  
• Contributed health information is available (when authorized) to the entire community of providers | • Expensive  
• Not supported by LTPAC EHRs  
• Interface costs for continued upgrades/functionality  
• Interface technology complexity  
• Semantic interoperability challenges  
• Providers not publishing data on HIEs  
• HIE sustainability |
| Transform*        | • Low Cost  
• Uses MDS/OASIS Standards-based  
• Creates consumable CCD  
• Supports bidirectional exchange | • Limited market penetration  
• Specific use case, limited data  
• Being used as print and scan solution  
• Data only from single provider system  
• No clear migration path to query exchange  
• Must be updated as document standard and assessment content evolves |
| LAND/SEE*         | • Both an EHR and DSM mailbox solution  
• Low cost  
• Standards-based  
• Creates consumable CCD  
• Supports bidirectional exchange | • Has had technical set-backs  
• Only tested in one trial location  
• Limited EHR integration  
• No clear migration path to query exchange  
• Commercialization prospects and broader availability is unclear |
| FHIR             | • Draft HL-7 standard available for trial-use, complementary to existing standards  
• Resource definitions support interoperability and ease of deployment (compared to C-CDA)  
• Ability to work with finite data set  
• Not limited to clinical “use” cases (e.g., include administrative data)  
• Low cost  
• Uses well-established web standards  
• Supports widely used (RESTful) architectures  
• Adaptable to local needs  
• Can be used in multiple contexts (mobile, peer-to-peer, EHR, cloud, etc.) | • In trials, technically unproven  
• Modular solutions do not support exchange of full range documents (incomplete record)  
• Use cases need to be expanded and proven  
• Risk of solution fragmentation (one-offs) |

*Discussed in “Innovative Solutions” section.

The alternative exchange solutions available to LTPAC providers have been shaped by the characteristics of competition between health care systems, technology functionality, costs, and workflow. In many regions Epic Systems Corp. is the dominant EHR vendor and providers look to the EpicCare Everywhere solution as the exchange transport solution as opposed to a public HIE. In addition, owing to competitive factors, many providers do not publish their data to public HIEs but rely instead upon their internal or private HIEs for exchange.

Aside from private vendor and HIE network considerations, there is evidence that portals are the preferred method of exchange. In Central Pennsylvania, even with a
relatively mature HIE organization and high participation rates (94%) of hospitals in the region, 82% of the 122,000 patient records accessed during April 2015, was through the portal. Also, DSM does not appear to be a popular solution. While KeyHIE does not support DSM, Geisinger offers the service and indicated that for the month of March 2015; only 54 direct messages were sent to LTPAC providers. The apparent explanation is that the portal solution that Geisinger offers, EpicCare Link, contains the same information and is easier to use than DSM.

Based upon the site visits, the experience in Minnesota parallels that of Pennsylvania. The principal means of data access is through provider portals. There is very limited exchange through public eHIEs, and the current focus is to develop community exchange solutions primarily using DSM. At this time, there are no technological alternatives available within the state except private HIEs and portal solutions, and planners anticipate being proactive in addressing the constraints of DSM. The leading LTPAC EHR vendors, have either recently included or are in the process of introducing DSM within their EHR products.

For bidirectional exchange, national LTPAC chains are supporting DSM. They cite the number of markets they are in and the cost of developing individual interfaces with each HIE as being prohibitive. They are relying upon national LTPAC vendors and their Healthcare Information Services Providers (HISPs) to support DSM with the acute care EHR vendors and their respective HISPs.

In sum, there is little evidence of bidirectional information exchange and re-use among LTPAC providers. While the industry sites a high penetration of EHRs, their functionality is often limited to administrative data capture and reporting for regulatory compliance purposes and they are not certified as part of the MU of certified EHRs. View-only portals (principally from providers) are the dominant means of exchange and scanned PDF files are the principal means of data input. In the near term, our stakeholder interview and site visit results suggest that DSM is the technology that LTPAC providers plan to use for bidirectional exchange. In order to support future use of DSM for exchange, workflow issues (described below) created by the need to log out of one’s email server and into Direct to receive messages will need to be addressed.

**Innovative Solutions**

There are alternative solutions and pathways that support LTPAC HIE. For example the KeyHIE Transform tool is based upon using the CMS MDS and OASIS data sets and converting them into a standards-based consumable CCD format which can be exchanged via DSM. Developed under federal grants, Transform has been commercialized and implemented by 27 companies encompassing 41 care locations as of September 30, 2015. There will be more than 100 care locations using Transform based upon planned funding from ONC Advanced Interoperability awards.59

---

59 Private correspondence with Varro Health on September 25, 2015.
A similar tool, Local Adopter for Network Distribution (LAND)/SEE is under development by researchers in Massachusetts. LAND/SEE refers to the system architecture designed to support the IMPACT (Improving Massachusetts Post-Acute Care Transfer) initiative which is part of an ONC funded grant to improve care transitions. There are two solutions, LAND, which is designed for providers with an EHR, and Surrogate EHR Environment (SEE), which is designed for providers who do not have an EHR and are using DSM. The data sets supported are standards-based. LAND works by creating a text document that can be consumed by an EHR. The SEE solution is based upon software linked to a Direct mailbox which creates a CCD from received documents that can be viewed and copied. The copied document can have content added but not edited. This more complete record can then be converted back into a CCD and transmitted via DSM. The LAND/SEE project has been targeted to be implemented at a pilot site in Worcester.

The development of both private and public application protocol interface solutions, application program interface (API) solutions and standardized data formats such as Fast Healthcare Interoperability Resources (FHIR) have the potential to bring simplified and lower cost solutions to data exchange. FHIR is currently a Health Level Seven (HL-7) draft standard available for trial-use. FHIR is a health care information exchange standard that makes use of an HL7-defined set of “resources” to support information sharing by a variety of means, including documents, messages, applications and RESTful interfaces. Initiatives such as SMART on FHIR and DSM on FHIR have the promise of supporting the exchange of well-defined modular pieces of information as opposed to the complexity and technical challenges associated with the exchange of a full C-CDA document. This could resolve, at effective price points, some of the technical barriers to interoperability while providing the necessary information to support transitions in care.

---

60 Health Level Seven Special Committee. 2015. FHIR infrastructure. [http://www.hl7.org/Special/committees/fiwg/overview.cfm](http://www.hl7.org/Special/committees/fiwg/overview.cfm).
This section seeks to answer the following research question:

- How has the creation, transmission, and receipt of eHIE (including interoperable exchange) at times of transitions in care and during instances of shared care impacted the clinical workflow in the LTPAC settings and that of their clinical trading partners (i.e., physicians, hospitals, and pharmacies/pharmacists)?

Limited bidirectional exchange is occurring nationally and in the sites selected. As a result, several research questions around long-term impact of eHIE on patient outcomes and costs cannot be answered due to minimal interoperable exchange nationally. As described in “Implementing eHIE Between LTPAC Providers and Exchange Partners,” most eHIE occurring via view-only portals; volume of this type of exchange is unknown.

Below we discuss the intermediate effect or impact to workflow on LTPAC facilities and their organizations that results from implementing eHIE as well as a comprehensive approach to assessing the quantitative impact of eHIE and the challenges to conducting a comprehensive quantitative evaluation on impact.

**Workflow**

As mentioned before, many of the methods LTPAC providers use today to exchange information with other providers (e.g., phone, paper, and fax) are labor intensive and inefficient. While shifting to eHIE may reduce the amount of time required to collect and share necessary information, efforts to switch from current work processes to eHIE can be quite difficult for both post-acute and acute care providers in practice.

The challenges of adopting EHRs and implementing HIE generally are well documented for acute and primary care providers. Previous research has documented workflow barriers resulting from EHRs that lack processes for easily documenting and retrieving patient status (opt-in/opt-out) and separate, multiple log-ins (external to
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internal EHR log-in) to access information housed in an HIE. In other words, in order to access information housed in an HIE, providers often have to exit their own EHR and log into a separate solution which stores the desired health information. There was little in the literature documenting how the shift to new technology impacted the workflow of LTPAC providers specifically. Only one report from a Stratis Health study made observations on the impact of technology use in both NFs and their hospital partner, but there is no reason to think that the barriers encountered by acute and primary care providers do not also apply to them as well and our stakeholder interviews and site visit findings are consistent with these earlier findings.

**Impact to LTPAC Provider Workflow**

Overall all of the data sources confirmed that hospital portals were the primary form of data exchange, which reportedly had limited impact on the LTPAC provider’s workflow. For example, respondents in our stakeholder discussions described how the prominent use of hospital portals in LTPAC facilities for gathering patient information currently minimizes workflow issues for LTPAC providers. Many suggested that as eHIE becomes more prominent, workflow breakage will likely become a more significant issue and will likely require more work-redesign attention.

However, the literature review discussed impact of eHIE on providers more broadly, and frequently did not not specify the impact to LTPAC providers. The HITPAC final report (referenced above) indicated that workflow issues for both trading partners delayed implementation and eventually resulted in the discontinuation of eHIE. There were a few reports from some LTPAC initiatives that demonstrated that workflow issues are a top priority to LTPAC providers. Reports from early initiatives have started to identify and address the workflow challenges and potential ways to overcome them. For example, some of the ONC Challenge Grantees have been working to develop innovative and scalable solutions to improve LTPAC transitions through new workflow and clinical processes that use eHIE. These grants are an extension of State HIE

---


64 Ibid.

Cooperative Agreement Programs, which funded state efforts to rapidly build capacity for data exchange. The Challenge grants are intended to encourage breakthrough innovations for eHIE that can be leveraged widely to specifically support LTPAC providers nationwide in their effort to implement eHIE.66

The majority of our findings in the area of impact to LTPAC provider workflow came from our stakeholder interviews and case study site visits and is described below.

**Home Health Agencies**

HHAs at each case study site were at differing levels of eHIE implementation.

**Pennsylvania**

In Pennsylvania, HHAs are further along in their implementation of eHIE. Many of those we spoke with have already connected to KeyHIE and have begun using it to gather patient data ahead of home visits. In addition, HHAs in Pennsylvania reportedly found great utility in Admission Discharge Transfer (ADT) alerts (described in Appendix B) and additional clinical information concerning their patients. For example, ADTs provide HHAs immediate notice when their patients have been admitted to the ER. This can prevent unnecessary home visits to patients who are under medical care elsewhere.

One HHA nurse described the process of gathering clinical information as follows: most information is gathered from KeyHIE by the intake nurse at the time of the referral. When patient information is not available in KeyHIE, the intake nurse will consult Geisinger’s hospital portal, which provides valuable information about the patient’s most recent acute hospital episode but not longitudinal data. The primary nurse will then review this information ahead of the home visit. After the home visit, the primary nurse will also consult KeyHIE for a history of symptoms and conditions that presented during the visit to the patient’s home. Though this approach may not be as efficient as accessing needed information from a single source, as described above, home health nurses typically spend considerable time with patients and find that using these multiple methods of gathering information more efficient than gathering information via telephone and fax.

A few of the HHAs we interviewed in Pennsylvania were using Transform. They reported that transmitting information to KeyHIE using the Transform tool was also seamless; inputted OASIS data is automatically converted into a CCD and transmitted to KeyHIE. However, HHAs did express concern that the information they push is sitting in the HIE and is not being used by their trading partners because they do not know the information is there.

---

66 Ibid.
HHAs in Pennsylvania did not typically use DSM to communicate with trading partners due to workflow issues for both acute care and post-acute care providers. For example, home health nurses lack a consistent internet connection and are unable to share Direct mailboxes, which raises concerns that urgent messages may be missed. Trading partner resistance to eHIE is further described below.

Alerts and clinical messages from KeyHIE also provide information and insight into a patient’s status that the HHA would otherwise not know or miss. For example, when a patient cared for by a HHA is admitted to an ER an ADT alert can prevent an unnecessary visit to a patient’s home. Prior to the use of ADTs, a home health nurse would make an unnecessary trip and spend additional resources ascertaining the patient’s status and location. However, alerts do not go to nurses in the field, but rather to the intake desk, which then notifies primary nurses of any alerts.

Minnesota

Whereas in Pennsylvania most LTPAC HIE was occurring in HHAs, in Minnesota there was much less HIE occurring in HHAs. HHAs were not at all involved in the Benedictine initiative, and Fairview’s HHAs currently do not engage in electronic exchange.

At Fairview most patient information transfers are handled via fax; the HHA keeps a paper chart in addition to the EHR. The workflow when sending patients to trading partners involves many phone calls. One respondent said, “Our nurses spend a lot of time on the phone trying to get ahold of a doctor.”

As in Pennsylvania, Fairview HHAs are able to utilize the read-only access to hospital portals (in this case Epic) to supplement information received at transfer. Reportedly, this dual process causes duplication of effort for HHAs. One Fairview nurse described the process of securing complete patient information: “the physician puts an order into Epic; the physician’s agent has to call the home care clinician, who then enters the information into the local EHR (McKesson). It goes to HIM (health information management), they print it off, send it back to the physician for signature, and then they have to log it back into the record.” Though Epic and McKesson both have certified EHR products, the McKesson product that HHAs use is not MU-certified. As a result, the two systems are not interoperable and cannot exchange health information.

Skilled Nursing Facilities

Like HHAs, NFs in each case study site were at differing levels of eHIE implementation. Within the two Minnesota initiatives there were also distinct approaches to eHIE implementation.
Pennsylvania

The SNFs in our case study were from smaller regional chains. All were still in the testing stage and had not yet implemented KeyHIE or Transform. Few facilities had begun considering how they would incorporate KeyHIE into their workflow, but indicated they would be doing so in the coming months. Due to a number of factors, we were unable to secure an interview with the national chain in the area, which according to other interviewees, may have been farther along in their implementation of eHIE.

Staff at NFs has limited experience using DSM to communicate with local hospitals. Though KeyHIE has provided all of its participating LTPAC facilities with Direct mailboxes (which if used would enable bidirectional HIE), LTPAC providers forego DSM use in favor of the hospital portal, which provides a complete set of information from the hospitals, but does not allow the NF to send information to hospital.

NFs in Pennsylvania currently obtain most or all of the needed health care information from the referring hospital’s provider portal. There were two NFs (Maria Joseph and Presbyterian) who were reportedly trained in Transform, but after changes in leadership and EHRs, respectively, they discontinued use. This finding also highlights the need for ongoing commitment and engagement as well as greater institutionalization, otherwise progress toward eHIE between partners can be stalled or reversed with leadership turnover.

Minnesota

The two initiatives studied in Minnesota took distinct approaches and were at different stages in their ability exchanging health information electronically. In the case of the Benedictine-Allina initiative, the two participating facilities have modified their EHRs such that CCD exchange is enabled. When a patient is discharged from Allina owned St. Francis Hospital to Benedictine’s St. Gertrude’s Health and Rehabilitation Center, the hospital first calls St. Gertrude’s and provides a medical record number. At that point, the admission person can enter the NF’s EHR (MatrixCare) and query for a CCD. If Benedictine’s MatrixCare product determines that the patient matches a record at the participating hospital, the EHR will respond with the availability of documents. At that time a person can click on it and show a CCD, which can be attached to the record as a PDF.

Though the process itself is simple, there are a few issues that disrupt workflow. In order for McKesson to show a hospital patient’s CCD, the hospital must have first secured and uploaded the patient’s consent. Many interviewees said the hospitals find this process cumbersome, which means that despite being able to determine that a patient has been seen at both St. Gertrude’s and St. Francis, often a patient’s CCD is not made available in MatrixCare because patient consent has not been received. One nurse said “It’s a 10:1 ratio of 'patient match not found' versus having a CCD."
Both of these issues are mitigated by accessing the Epic portal. For example, one NF nurse mused that when privacy concerns prevented transmission from the hospital of the CCD, the nurse just logs into the Epic portal. Information from the hospital portal is also used to supplement the information provided in the CCD to get a more complete picture of a patient’s condition. In total, between the CCD and Epic portal, admissions nurses spend about 15 minutes collecting all of the information needed from a patient's record. This process was common in many of the LTPAC nurses we interviewed. St. Gertrude’s gets over half of its patients from St. Francis Hospital Transfers, the only hospital with which it has a server to server connection. Transfers with hospitals other than Allina are still largely done by fax; Benedictine has reduced the amount of paper transfers as a result of their effort to connect with Allina, but still receives some paper transfers from other hospitals.

The NFs participating in the Fairview-Ebenezer initiative had not yet initiated exchange, but had participated in test cases of HIE as part of their Health Information Technology for Post-Acute Care (HITPAC) project, the goal of which was to observe workflow. Prior to receiving this grant, the NFs were reportedly sending patients who were transferred to the hospital with a 100 page hard document, which they learned the hospital was not reviewing because it was too cumbersome.

The project team determined that the Interventions to Reduce Acute Care Transfers (e-INTERACT) form provided the targeted information that hospitals said they needed for an incoming patient. This form was sent via DSM to hospitals as part of the pilot. However, shortly after the pilot was completed, the hospital discontinued participation in exchange because the workflow changes were deemed problematic. Because LTPAC facilities did not have interoperable EHRS, the HITPAC project used a separate product to exchange the e-INTERACT form. This product sends DSM notifications to hospital Outlook accounts to alert of messages in their DSM account; receivers then have to exit Outlook, and log into DSM to view the message. Because of the way it was set up at the time, it did not allow distribution lists, so a single person on the mailbox would receive the notifications.

Fairview and Ebenezer anticipate similar workflow barriers for the SIM Model Testing activities, and said that getting hospitals and the acute care hospitals’ EHR vendors on board will be critical to success.

Impact and Evaluation

Past Evaluations of eHIE Initiatives

Overall, the peer-reviewed and other literature on the potential impacts and outcomes were on eHIE generally, not eHIE with LTPAC providers more specifically. Similarly, the majority of these HIE efforts targeted for stakeholder discussions had limited to no evaluation component, as required by grant funding or that could be conducted with relatively little resources. There was great interest in evaluation research--both formative and process oriented as well as summative or outcome oriented.

In the Pennsylvania case study, KeyHIE was the subject of an evaluation through two grants, both of which are now complete (see “Funding” section for details on those grants): Geisinger’s Keystone Beacon award from ONC and their HIE grant from AHRQ. Abt’s evaluation targeted all providers participating in KeyHIE, not just the LTPAC providers. Abt Associates was the lead evaluator for both grants, though Geisinger staff was involved with obtaining secondary data and coordinating qualitative data collection for case studies. The Abt evaluation team was Abt and Geisinger were unable to conduct an analysis of claims data as originally planned due to challenges described in more detail below (see section “Limitations to Conducting a Comprehensive Quantitative Evaluation on Impact”) but were able to conduct the following analyses:

- **A Qualitative Case Study on HHAs.** A paper describing the results of those case studies is forthcoming.

- **A Patient Survey Analysis.** The results of the surveys indicated that patients are relatively comfortable with giving case managers access to their health data and allowing their physician to share their information with other physicians as needed but are less comfortable with hospitals making available their health information more broadly. The surveys also revealed patients’ misconceptions about the extent to which their health information is available to ERs and hospitals and general concerns about identity theft.

- **An Analysis of ICD-9 Codes.** The analysis concluded that the ICD-9 codes from the problem lists in KeyHIE cannot be used as a substitute for the final diagnosis seen on a patient’s bill.

In addition to contracting with Abt Associates to conduct the evaluation activities described above, KeyHIE also recently committed to conducting a new study of KeyHIE as part of a new grant from HRSA bring 50 or more LTPAC providers onto KeyHIE and expand use of KeyHIE’s three tools: KeyHIE Transform, MyKeyCare and DSM. As part of that grant, KeyHIE has agreed to measure 30-day hospital readmissions and all-cause ER visits (no projections on reductions).
In the Minnesota case study, the State Health Access Data Assistance Center (SHADAC) is the state evaluator for Minnesota’s SIM grant. As part of its evaluation, SHADAC is charged with evaluating the SIM-funded development and implementation grants awarded through the e-Health Grants Program, including the Fairview-Ebenezer initiative’s 12-month development grant. The goals of the SHADAC evaluation include documenting what is going on, what did not go as planned, and implementation barriers and facilitators. The evaluation will focus more on coordination and transitions, and less on issues like the type of technology use, the transport, and the ability to parse. The evaluation includes both quantitative and qualitative methods. Quantitative data sources that the SHADAC evaluation team plans to use for its evaluation of the e-Health grants include a state-fielded EHR survey and a continuum of accountability matrix, which is a self-report mostly made up of process measures (e.g., “Are you able to do exchange with X-type of providers?” and “Can you use exchange for X, Y, Z functions?”). Respondents rate themselves from a beginner to more advanced. On the qualitative side, SHADAC is conducting interviews with both development and implementation e-Health grantees (e.g., Fairview-Ebenezer, Otter Tail County Public Health, Winona Health, etc.).

Prior to the SIM evaluation, Stratis Health conducted an evaluation of the HITPAC project involving Fairview and Ebenezer. The Stratis evaluation included two surveys. The first survey was an assessment of participants as they completed exchange tests and, in some cases, as they went live with exchange; the purpose of this assessment was to understand participants’ experience receiving exchange. As part of this assessment HITPAC participants developed five use case scenarios (realistic examples of typical scenarios during care transitions). The purpose of the second survey in the Stratis evaluation was to understand the extent to which participants found eHIE valuable. The Stratis evaluation identified three major barriers to widespread adoption of eHIE: (1) lack of understanding about the value of interoperability; (2) lag in adoption and optimization of EHRs among SNFs; and (3) the lack of technology solutions for exchanging in eHIE.

To date, an evaluation of the Benedictine-Allina initiative is not underway or planned.

**Quantitative Evaluation Plan**

Unfortunately, quantitative analysis of eHIE in LTPAC is fraught with problems because of the immature state of systems in even the more advanced areas, the fragmentation of systems and technology used across types of providers, and the very local character of exchange solutions. Much of the evaluation methodology for HIE that has been discussed in the literature is hypothetical and applicable only when more robust systems are in place for public exchange--for example, envisioning use of data
from HIÖs for public and disease monitoring purposes. In this section, we discuss major limitations to a comprehensive quantitative evaluation of eHIE based on project findings.

The Urban Institute team conducted case studies and site visits to learn about the following initiatives to enable eHIE with LTPAC providers: KeyHIE in the Northcentral/Northeast region of Pennsylvania, the Fairview Health Services/Ebenezer senior services initiative in Minneapolis, and the Allina Health/BHS initiate, also in Minneapolis. Previous memoranda summarized the eHIE in these markets, particularly as those activities pertain to the involvement of LTPAC providers. Specifically, these memoranda summarized key findings from the site visits, efforts to prepare for and implement HIE between LTPAC providers and their partners, and any relevant evaluations underway or completed in these markets. This section summarizes findings from these analyses relating to the feasibility of conducting the comprehensive quantitative evaluation described in the prior section.

A Path Forward for Evaluating eHIE Involving LTPAC Providers

In light of what we have learned about the reality of LTPAC providers and HIE, the following describes a feasible approach to address the research questions of interest, relying on the incentives and opportunities presented by IDSNs and ACOs, and the use of interoperable HIT tools among LTPAC providers (e.g., the Transform tool).

An overarching lesson was that having a relatively advanced HIE infrastructure is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for integrating exchange with LTPAC providers into the system. At a minimum, evaluating outcomes of exchange including LTPAC requires the ability to identify locations or organizations where LTPAC providers have been integrated into exchange beginning at some identifiable event defining an “intervention” period for a pre/post design. In practice, it is relatively simple to define the event, such as initiation of a program. However, given that implementation is a process that can take substantial time to complete, the intervention period during which change may reasonably be expected can be more difficult to clearly delineate. Thus, it may important consider stages of implementation, early operation, and maturity in evaluation design. In order to implement the stronger difference-in-difference design, the challenge is finding a credible comparison group not exposed to the intervention to examine over the same time periods.


The move toward ACOs under the ACA comes from the need to contain costs in Medicare, but interest and implementation of the model extends to Medicaid programs and predates the ACA. ACOs are networks of physicians and other providers that are held accountable for the cost and quality of the full continuum of care delivered to a group of patients. The ACA authorized Medicare to contract with ACOs with the aim of achieving the “triple aim” of improving quality of care, improving population health, and reducing costs. Similar to the IDSNs of the 1990s, the premise is that ACOs will accomplish these aims by coordinating care, managing chronic disease, and aligning financial incentives for hospitals and physicians. In theory, ACOs can improve quality and lower costs using several methods, including disease management programs, improved care coordination, alignment of incentives for physicians and hospitals via shared savings, use of non-physician providers, and the formation of PCMHs. Over the past five years, both the number of participating ACOs and the number of participation options for them have grown dramatically, while potentially generating $400 million in savings for Medicare.

ACOs are increasingly turning their attention to post-acute providers to better manage cost and quality across the care continuum. A recent descriptive analysis of the structural and functional provider relationships finds that ACOs are expanding their partnerships and developing relationships with LTPAC providers. For example, more than half of Pioneer ACOs have core or structural partnerships with HHAs, more than 40 with hospice facilities, and more than 20% with NFs. ACOs are also using functional relationships to extend the care continuum beyond what can be achieved with care partners alone, particularly for urgent care and post-acute care providers.

An evaluation of eHIE among ACOS/IDSNs and partnership/acquired LTPAC providers would aim to address the following research questions:

- Prior to forming a partnership with an ACO/IDSN, what type of EHR systems were LTPAC providers using? Were they electronically exchanging health

---


72 Core partners are identified as part of the ACO in its application to CMS or share in the costs of the ACO.

73 Based upon the site visits and interviews, there is market segmentation between long-term care facilities and HHAs in terms of the types of technology adopted and their use for data exchange. HHAs appear more likely to be using a module from a certified EHR vendor than a NH or SNF. This is likely due to either the HHA being owned by a hospital system or having a close hospital system affiliation.

74 Functional relationships are those that the ACO has with providers that are not core partners that facilitate management of beneficiaries across settings. They typically include data sharing agreements and adoption of common protocols.

information with other providers? What type(s) of information were they exchanging and how?

- How did LTPAC provider’s EHR system and technology change after forming a partnership?

- Once the partnership started, what type of information was exchanged within the system? Outside the system? What technology is being used to exchange this information?

- How did patient outcomes, utilization, and costs change after the partnership was formed?

- There are a number of advantages to evaluating HIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners within an ACO, or similar model of care (e.g., integrated delivery network [IDN]) setting. First, as previously mentioned, this is priority policy area in the Medicare program and findings from this evaluation would complement prior and ongoing evaluations of the ACO model. Second, it would likely be easier to obtain data by partnering with a single ACO or IDN as opposed to partnering with an HIE that represents multiple organizations. As shown with the prior Abt evaluation, providers participating in KeyHIE declined to provide access to their data for research purposes out of concern that they would be handing over key information to a major competitor. It might also be easier to access CMS claims data because an ACO-focused evaluation would directly benefit the Medicare program. Finally, our case studies and prior research indicate that a key advantage of private HIEs within IDNs and ACOs is that eHIE, particularly with LTPAC providers, is more robust within these private organization than in state-sponsored HIEs.

- The major drawbacks of this approach, however, are that this type of evaluation would be limited and not provide an overall assessment of HIE within a region or market. The organizations that ACOs or IDNs connect are sometimes restricted based on strategic and proprietary interests. For example, hospitals may choose to connect with the ambulatory care and post-acute care providers with whom they would like to more closely affiliate, regardless of existing referral patterns in the market. This complicates overall participation in HIE, data re-use, and ultimately care coordination.

Given what was learned in Pennsylvania and Minnesota, a first step in an evaluation would be an evaluability analysis of candidate sites, using interviews with relevant informants within proposed ACOs/IDNs and focusing on such critical issues as willingness to participate in an evaluation, data availability and access, existence of

comparisons, and volume of exchange with LTPAC providers occurring. Having identified the most promising site or sites, we would use a mixed methods approach to address the research questions listed above. We would conduct a survey of LTPAC providers within the selected “treatment” ACO/IDN, and ideally, comparison group providers. This survey would assess the technology used, the regularity and frequency of use, the primary objectives of use, the motivations to engage in exchange, implementation challenges, and the benefits realized. To complement the survey and fill in any potential gaps in understanding of the exchange environment in which the LTPAC providers are operating, we would conduct additional targeted case study interviews with key decision makers within the ACO/IDN across the care continuum. Finally, we would conduct quantitative data analysis with the best available data, which would depend on the location and organizations selected.

Analyses could draw on claims data, EHR and other clinical data, and measures developed from the survey data. Claims data could provide direct measures of patient encounters (e.g., readmission rates) and some treatments and medications. Claims data are accessible from government entities (states, CMS) and from private payers, and increasingly, states and other stakeholders are working to establish all-payer claims databases (APCDs). Based on the experience of a recent ACO evaluation, as a federal contractor, we anticipate that CMS would be willing to approve a data use request for research identifiable Medicare claims and enrollment data from the Chronic Conditions Warehouse (CCW) and ACO-specific data that contains identifying information for participating providers and aligned beneficiaries and their corresponding ACOs. A critical issue for the value of the latter information is the ability to identify ACOs that have integrated LTPAC facilities into their networks.

While claims data is currently the main data source used to calculate outcome measures, it might be feasible to use clinical data from EHRs. Much of the information in claims data is now being captured by EHRs and is available at the system level. A notable limitation of EHR data, in contrast to claims, is that comparable data may not be available for potential comparison groups. In addition, the possibility of data sharing arrangements would need to be explored early on.

We would attempt to find a comparison group that consists of similar fee-for-service (FFS) Medicare beneficiaries in markets not served by an ACO and who do not receive care from an ACO/IDN. Alternatively, comparisons might be feasible between IDNs or ACOs in locations where there is a distinct difference in LTPAC participation across networks.

---

Examples of Potential Settings

Pennsylvania

The Geisinger Health System is one example of an ACO-like model that has incorporated LTPAC providers and continues to do so. In contrast to Abt’s evaluation of KeyHIE as a whole, we would only assess eHIE among LTPAC providers and their partners within the Geisinger system.

Results from our site visit suggest that in a departure from its traditional business strategy, Geisinger is increasingly becoming interested in purchasing LTPAC providers. Initially, Geisinger focused mostly on acquiring HHAs. For example, in 2014, Geisinger acquired Sun Home Health and Hospice.78 Several respondents indicated that after completing the acquisition of these HHA sites, Geisinger has focused on the NF sector. One interviewee indicated that Geisinger is trying to develop a “SNFist model” where providers can make decisions at the NF site instead of taking the patients back to the hospital.

From an evaluation and policy perspective, a unique aspect of Geisinger is their development of the Transform tool. Geisinger’s 2010 Beacon Community grant provided funding for LTPAC provider outreach and the development of the Transform tool. The KeyHIE Transform tool takes MDS and OASIS data and converts the clinically meaningful information to a CCD. This CCD can be exchanged using KeyHIE so that the all participating providers could access the CCD. The Transform tool is inexpensive relative to the cost of interfacing with an exchange, which appeals to LTPAC providers who may otherwise not be willing to participate in information exchange. The Transform tool was launched in 2013 and provides a unique opportunity for a quasi-experimental design evaluation, with the “pre” period being before 2013 and the “post” period including 2013 and later years. A key question to address in an evaluation would be whether LTPAC providers acquired by Geisinger use the Transform tool and/or whether their EHRs were integrated into Geisinger’s system. Another key issue to address is the extent to which Geisinger is working with LTPAC providers that they did not acquire, and the extent to which these providers use Transform.

Minnesota

The Benedictine-Allina project also represents an example of an ACO-like model that has incorporated LTPAC providers. Allina Health is a non-profit health care system based in Minneapolis that owns or operates 14 hospitals and more than 90 clinics throughout Minnesota and Western Wisconsin. Allina Health is participating in the Medicare ACO program. The BHS is one of the largest senior care organizations in the United States, with 36 NFs, 25 ALFs, and one HHA.

---

We would propose to evaluate the March 2013 e-Health Connectivity Grant as a policy intervention. In 2013, Benedictine received $375,000 from the State of Minnesota to develop MatrixCare software so that it can exchange CCDs with Allina’s Epic system peer-to-peer. This new software was launched in December 2013, creating a “post-intervention” period of 2014 and later.

**Colorado**

Colorado represents a number of potential evaluation opportunities, from the perspective of delivery system reforms involving both Medicare and Medicaid, HIE infrastructure, and data. Colorado also still is largely a FFS state, although its SIM plan includes transitioning to capitation over the next several years.

Colorado’s Medicaid Accountable Care Collaborative (ACC), launched in 2011, draws on seven Regional Care Collaborative Organizations (RCCOs) state-wide that develop networks of providers. The RCCOs are responsible for connecting beneficiaries with needed clinical and other services and fostering communications between providers to improve care coordination. The ACC did not initially enroll dually eligible beneficiaries, but it expanded membership to include them in 2014 under the state’s Financial Alignment Initiative demonstration. The focus will be on improving chronic disease management and transitions between hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, NFs and community residence.

Physician Health Partners, a medical management company based in Denver, became a Medicare Pioneer ACO in 2012 in partnership with the Primary Physician Partners and South Metro Primary Care. The ACO serves about 30,000 Medicare beneficiaries in the seven-county metro area, and in 2014 began participating in the Medicare Shared Savings Program.

The state has a large and well-established regional HIO, the CORHIO, which in 2011 received a challenge grant from the ONC to increase connections with LTPAC facilities including post-acute rehabilitation hospitals, NHs, assisted living centers, home health care agencies and hospice. As of June, the CORHIO network included 48 hospitals, more than 2,600 providers, 131 long-term care facilities, 39 behavioral health centers, four large medical laboratories, EMS providers, the Colorado Springs Military Health System, and the state health department.

CORHIO provides bidirectional exchange with provider EHRs, but most LTPAC providers are using secure, web-based query access to a community health record system from which they can have real-time access to patient information and the ability

---

to generate CCDs, regardless of whether they have an interoperable EHR. In 2015, CORHIO received a new ONC grant to support implementation of the Transform tool, which would allow LTPAC providers with or without EHRs to translate information from MDS and OASIS assessments and share them through the HIO. Thus, two possible evaluation points are defined by the initial 2011 challenge grant to increase connections with LTPAC providers and the 2015 grant to implement Transform.

The state also has an APCD, administered by the non-profit Center for Improving Value in Health Care (CIVHC). The APCD was established by the legislature in 2010, and as of January 2015, its data warehouse reported health insurance claims from Medicare, Medicaid, and the 20 largest health plans for individual, large group fully-insured, small group and some self-insured lives, as well as Medicaid and Medicare. The claims represent more than 3.5 million unique covered lives and 65% of the insured population in Colorado. Medicare claims for 2009-2011 and 2013 data for commercial payers and Medicaid is currently available through the Data Release Review Process and will be available on the data website in 2015. Unlike Minnesota, Colorado allows release of APCD data at varying levels of detail and specificity for research under a CMS-like review process requiring “that the intended use supports reaching the Colorado Triple Aim of better health, better care, and lower costs.”

Setting Strengths and Limitations

It is important to consider several factors while conducting an evaluability assessment of the proposed sites. Table 2 uses the three settings described above to illustrate the type of questions to be addressed in selecting an evaluation site or sites. This table provides cross-setting information on several factors, including existing contacts, the availability specific settings and interventions, and the relative ease of access to quantitative data.

Each site has a specific setting and intervention to evaluate. We would evaluate the launch of the KeyHIE Transform Tool in 2013 in Pennsylvania, the 2013 e-Health Connectivity grant in Minnesota, and the 2011 and/or 2015 HITECH grants in Colorado. However, the magnitude of these interventions is likely to vary across settings. For example, the Transform Tool has a more global focus, with the ability to be used by more providers, relative to the smaller e-Health Connectivity grant intervention. Similarly, Colorado’s new grant to implement Transform has a broader application than the earlier grant. In contrast to Pennsylvania, however, it might be easier to find a valid comparison group in Minnesota and Colorado, where there is a relatively high prevalence of similar health care systems in the region, compared with Pennsylvania, where Geisinger is one of the most unique and advanced IDNs in the nation. Colorado is likely the best site in terms of claims data access due to the availability of APCD data to researchers.

80 See https://www.comedprice.org/#/home.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Contacts from site visits?</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specific setting to evaluate?</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geisinger</td>
<td>BHS-Allina Health</td>
<td>Physician Health Partners and other potential options</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention for evaluation?</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010 Beacon Community grant to develop its Transform tool to convert MDS and OASIS data into a CCD (launched in 2013)</td>
<td>March 2013 e-Health Connectivity grant for exchange and use of CCDs between BHS (long-term care system) and Allina (hospital system), via MatrixCare and EpicCare software (launched December 2013).</td>
<td>2011 HITECH grant to expand LTPAC access</td>
<td>2015 HITECH grant to implement Transform tool</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comparison group feasibility?</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Challenging, due to Geisinger’s uniqueness</td>
<td>Relatively easy, due to high prevalence of IDNs in Minneapolis region</td>
<td>Relatively easy, due to multiple regional networks in operation.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medicare ACO program? [could improve likelihood of CMS approval for claims data]</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Medicare Shared Savings Plan ACO (Keystone ACO)</td>
<td>Pioneer ACO (Allina)</td>
<td>Pioneer ACO (Physician Health Partners)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>APCD?</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, but not accessible to evaluation except for state contractors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**General Limitations**

There are some general limitations that apply to all settings as well. First, small sample sizes could hinder evaluation efforts at each of the potential sites, especially given the limited post-implementation period of the interventions considered and the relatively low prevalence of NH residence, hospitalizations and post-acute care. About 20% of all Medicare enrollees use hospitals in a year; about 5-6% use SNFs, Part A Home Health, and Part B Home Health, respectively, not adjusting for enrollees using more than one type of post-acute care; and 3% of those age 65 or older reside in NHs.81 Similarly, the interventions to be evaluated are not discrete, that is, implementation was likely phased-in over a relatively long period of time. Second, sample selection could bias any potential estimates since these interventions were not randomly assigned, and each site could also suffer from omitted variable biases as multiple policy interventions and changes to the health care were occurring during the same analysis period. Third, research organizations in any of these settings will likely need to obtain multiple IRB and data use agreement approvals, thus creating substantial time costs in obtaining data. Finally, across all settings, it will likely be very challenging, if not impossible, to directly obtain data from providers (e.g., EHR data) due to privacy and security concerns. However, researchers could potentially obtain aggregated EHR data for sites that cooperate.

---

CONCLUSION: ISSUES TO CONSIDER

Awareness is growing that LTPAC providers play a critical role in care coordination and related payment and delivery system reforms intended to improve quality and reduce costs. Examples include ACOs and other new payment and care delivery models (e.g., PCMHs and health homes), Medicare’s hospital readmission policy hospital, and post-acute care bundling. eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners is a promising and important strategy for achieving the ultimate aims of these reform namely improved health system performance.

This study found that progress is being made but increased focus on the importance of LTPAC providers in the care continuum has not yet translated into robust, bidirectional exchange involving LTPAC providers and key trading partners like hospitals and medical groups. Rather, participation of LTPAC providers in eHIE efforts is still in its infancy and generally does not involve the robust, bidirectional exchange initially envisioned in early stages of ARRA HITECH.

As our research shows, there are many challenges to further progress in the area of eHIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners. Some major barriers include: lack of funding to support adoption and use of certified HIT that supports interoperable HIE by LTPAC providers; lack of strong enough incentives for critical exchange partners (i.e., hospitals, medical groups, IDSNs) to engage in eHIE with LTPAC providers; competing demands for both LTPAC providers and their exchange partners; limited capacity on the part of many LTPAC providers to use HIT solutions and limited technical assistance to this sector to support and increase their ability to use technology solutions; competitive and proprietary concerns by providers and vendors; provider concerns and misconceptions related to federal and state privacy and security laws, and, a host of significant eHIE technological challenges, some of which disrupt workflow and discourage use. Consequently, as described through this report, eHIE efforts are often opportunistic and very local solutions.

Despite these challenges, our stakeholder interviews and review of the gray literature identified 12 regions around the country where LTPAC providers are involved in the planning or implementation of eHIE and have started to engage in eHIE with key exchange partners. Progress was made with previous funding, and as these existing federal funding opportunities end, new federal funding opportunities are beginning (e.g., ACOs, SIM grants, ONC HIE grants). These provide new opportunities and incentives that are influencing eHIE initiatives and the states and providers that choose to participate in them. For example, the presence of ACOs in many local markets across the United States is prompting some ACOs and key portions of them (e.g., hospitals) to reach out to LTPAC providers and conversely LTPAC providers in those communities to develop eHIE capacity as a way to ensure that referrals from local hospitals continue in the future. The IMPACT Act also has the potential to accelerate LTPAC provider
involvement in HIE through its new requirements to standardize and make interoperable post-acute care assessment data.

Where LTPAC providers are participating in eHIE, they currently are often are limited to view-only access to clinical documents, DSM, and partial solutions (e.g., Transform, LAND/SEE). While providing an immediate solution, they have limits, and potentially reduce incentives for adopting more functional, interoperable HIT systems. A potential wildcard in predicting LTPAC provider involvement in eHIE initiatives going forward is the technology used to engage in eHIE. Policymakers, providers, and HIOs are continually trying to anticipate how the technology for enabling exchange with LTPAC providers will evolve and whether there will be a feasible, affordable technology solution in the shorter run and which technologies will be successful longer term. The availability of new technology solutions depends on the HIT/EHR and HIE vendor communities and whether they decide to move into the LTPAC space more aggressively. Findings from the literature review, stakeholder discussions, and case studies suggest that the technology continues to rapidly evolve and those interested in advancing LTPAC involvement in eHIE initiatives should not wait for a so-called “silver bullet” that will produce seamless exchange between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners.

Our findings suggest that the likely migratory path going forward will involve DSM, view-only portals through hospitals and HIE, and, due to considerable regional variation, smaller implementation efforts and assessment of their impacts (i.e., test of specific use cases). The current lack of certified HIT/EHR adoption in the LTPAC market segment constrains bidirectional exchange capability. Certified technology that support more robust forms of exchange are less likely to be adopted by enough LTPAC providers in the near term. Starting small and making incremental changes to EHR and eHIE capacity in the LTPAC setting would facilitate the availability of critical pieces of information needed to care for patients across providers (e.g., medication lists). Given these realities, DSM, view portals, and specific use cases can provide a cost-effective intermediary path forward for data exchange with LTPAC providers. Other new innovative technologies, such as Transform Tool are beginning to take hold and spread, and LAND/SEE is in early stages of implementation after years of planning and development. Even newer and more innovative applications like FHIR are promising but more long-term solutions.

These “pockets of progress” involving LTPAC providers in eHIE across the United States offer rich opportunities for research and learning. Maturation of HIT efforts in some regions, combined with new policy and market dynamics, are beginning to convince at least some LTPAC providers, hospitals, medical groups, and other providers of the value in eHIE efforts and are facilitating more interest in more innovative and robust eHIE approaches. Additionally, new technological solutions offer better opportunities for more robust eHIE involving a wider swath of LTPAC providers.

The time is ripe for targeted research about planning, implementation and impact, particularly what works and does not work and why in eHIE initiatives involving LTPAC
providers. Our stakeholder interviews, literature review, and comparative case studies suggest that specific regions have a favorable environment, capable IDSNs, HIOs, and promising technological solutions from which we can learn much about implementation and impact. The Urban Institute team describes one promising approach to conducting a targeted quantitative impact evaluation using ACOs or IDSNs, approaches that could be used in the longer term, as well as potential strengths and limits to various research opportunities and approaches in this arena. The results of such an evaluation as well as other evaluations already underway will help to identify promising approaches to eHIE involving LTPAC providers across the country, provide sound evidence about their ongoing implementation experience, lessons learned, and short and longer term impacts.
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APPENDIX B. TECHNOLOGY

The technology challenges facing LTPAC providers and their trading partners mirror the interoperability issues that face the overall health care industry. However, there their manifestation and possible solutions are somewhat unique to this segment. Key technology factors and trends are discussed below.

Private Health Information Exchanges and Vendor Health Information Exchanges

Private HIEs can have several organizing structures including ACOs, IDNs, and vendor networks. These approaches are more focused exchange to support the internal needs of organizations than public HIEs. The high penetration of Epic Systems Corporation and their software solutions including their health exchange product, EpicCare Everywhere, has resulted in this being a common means of exchange. Care Everywhere supports exchange that meets MU Requirements such as interoperable exchange between non-affiliated providers. For exchange between two Epic customers, Care Everywhere breaks the standard CCD and users proprietary data structures. When exchanging data with an EHR with others vendors, Epic uses standards-based approaches.

A second issue is that Epic does not support DSM and unlike most large EHR vendors does not act as a Health Information Service Provider (HISP). This means that providers who are Epic customers must go to third party vendors to for DSM services that most integrated within the Epic system. This provides additional complexity and costs for HISP to HISP interfaces, as providers select different HISP vendors and solutions. Each HISP to HISP solution and interfaces with HIEs must be individually developed.

Our interviews and site visits indicated concerns about the interoperability and dominance of Epic. In Minnesota to the extent that exchange was occurring between IDSNs, this exchange occurred through Care Everywhere between Epic customers. The concern is that this a barrier to exchange that supports continuity of care. This also makes the use of a provider portal, in this case EpicCare Link, the optimal solution for both the hospital system and the LTPAC provider.

Electronic Health Record

As non-eligible providers under MU, LTPAC providers are moving on a parallel but different path than most of their trading partners. Based upon the interviews in the project most LTPAC providers see the primary goal of exchange is the reporting of
administrative data as opposed to the exchange of clinical data. The EHR vendors to the LTPAC market have responded to their customer’s needs and have not focused on exchange functionality within their software solutions.

PCC, the largest vendor to LTPAC facilities and the common choice among national chains, has only recently supported for DSM and is alone among the LTPAC providers in integrating DSM with an EHR. However, this solution provides the ability to receive a CCD but not consume it or parse that data into the EHR. This is not that different than using a provider portal and printing and scanning the relevant portions into the local EHR as a document.

There is no indication that LTPAC facilities or their EHR vendors are considering the development of an interface solution with public HIEs. The cost, “one-off” nature of the interfaces, programming challenges make this approach infeasible. This means that query-based exchange is not a viable option.

**Potential Solutions**

There are several solutions to the constraints shaping data exchange and re-use by LTPAC providers and their trading partners. This first of these is the KeyHIE Transform tool developed under a Beacon Grant and being commercialized by Vorro Health. This elegant but simple solution converts the CMS MDS and OASIS into a CCD that can be exchanged and consumed by an EHR. This solution is being sold to and offered by public HIEs, not to LTPAC providers. The number of HIEs who have adopted Transform is not publicly available, but the interviews undertaken indicated that more than six are currently offering the service.

An alternative solution to using an exchange network is peer-to-peer solutions. Within Minnesota, under a state grant, Allina Health (an IDSN) and Benedictine (a LTPAC provider) developed a server to server solution that allowed for the bidirectional exchange and consumption of a CCD. This was between an Epic EHR and the MDI Achieve, a LTPAC EHR developed by MatrixDirect. Although the project achieved all of its goals and objectives, the exchange ended. The reasons cited were a concern about liabilities associated with externally sourced data and an absence of funding to continue software development.

The development of API solutions and standardized data formats such as FHIR (Fast Health Interoperability Resource) have the potential to bring a simplified and lower cost solution to data exchange. The development of exchangeable content as defined Resources provides a foundation for technical and semantic interoperability. Initiatives such as SMART on FHIR and DIRECT on FHIR are demonstrating how EHRs can be extended and accessible. The ability to exchange well-defined modular pieces of information as opposed to the complexity of exchange required under a C-CDA could provide a resolution to technological barriers to interoperability while providing the necessary information to support transitions in care.
APPENDIX C. QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION PLAN

Introduction

In this report, we outline a plan for quantitative analyses to assess how the growing, but still relatively rare, participation of LTPAC providers in electronic exchange of health information affects utilization, cost, and quality of care outcomes. Specifically, we consider methods and data to better understand how new care delivery and payment systems are resulting in greater integration of LTPAC providers into HIE arrangements and how outcomes differ in areas where exchange is occurring relative to those where it is not. Our plan is informed by the literature review and conceptual framework model developed as part of this project, stakeholder interviews, and what we learned in site visits to two states.

Background

Awareness is growing that LTPAC providers play a critical role in care coordination and related payment and delivery system reforms intended to improve quality and reduce costs. These reforms include ACOs, hospital and post-acute care bundling, various integrated care delivery models, and Medicare’s hospital readmission policy. eHIE between LTPAC providers and other providers is a promising and important strategy for achieving the goals of improving care coordination and quality, and reducing the cost of care.

Despite the increased focus on the importance of LTPAC in the care continuum, results from this project indicate that integration of these providers into electronic data exchange is still in its infancy. Exchange that is occurring generally is not the robust, bidirectional exchange typically envisioned in earlier studies regarding the potential for improvements in care delivery and outcomes.
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The basic findings are the following:

- Lack of funding and the business case for LTPAC providers to participate in robust exchange has led to use of ad hoc and often very local solutions.

- Even in markets where relatively robust exchange is occurring for acute care providers, including hospitals, laboratories, and outpatient care in clinics and physician offices, LTPAC providers most often are limited to view-only access to clinical documents and partial solutions that may reduce incentives for adopting more functional, interoperable EHR systems.

The ARRA of 2009 established HITECH, to accelerate the digitization of the American health care system through greater adoption and the MU of EHRs and the electronic exchange of health information. HITECH created three successive stages of MU regulations designed to ensure that providers use EHRs in ways most likely to improve the quality and efficiency of care and, through the EHR Incentive Programs, provided incentives and financial resources for a subset of largely acute care providers to purchase or upgrade EHRs to achieve MU. Certain Medicaid providers may also be eligible for EHR incentives under that program.

SNFs, HHAs, and other post-acute care and long-term care providers, including NFs, have to date been ineligible for financial assistance under either Medicare or Medicaid EHR incentive program and technical assistance under HITECH. These providers are a critical component of the care continuum, especially for key outcomes of current policy aims such as reducing avoidable hospital readmissions, but lag behind in their adoption of certified EHRs and ability to engage in HIE. At the same time, HITECH’s Stage 2 MU requirements and other factors such as readmission penalties have increased interest among eligible hospitals and other providers in electronic data exchange with LTPAC partners and other HITECH ineligible providers. Final rules have not been issued for Stage 3 MU. Specific public integrated care programs such as Integrated Care for Dual Eligible Individuals demonstrations and the Medicaid Health Home option are designed to manage and coordinate care across all providers, including LTPAC providers, facilitated where feasible by HIT. In Medicaid Health Homes, however, even such basic tools as timely notifications of hospital admissions...
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and discharges have proved to be an obstacle, even between eligible providers.\(^{87}\) Accelerating interoperable HIE and data use across the care continuum will require special attention to LTPAC providers and other non-eligible providers and strategies to help them catch up and address their unique barriers.

The IMPACT Act of 2014 is one policy development that has the potential to accelerate LTPAC provider involvement in HIE through its new requirements for LTPAC reporting. The act further specifies that specific data elements within each patient assessment instrument be standardized and interoperable to allow for exchange and use of data among LTPAC providers and with other providers. The IMPACT Act requires that CMS standardize post-acute care patient assessment data, including data with regard to specified patient assessment instrument categories and quality measures. In addition, the IMPACT Act intends for data comparability to allow for cross-setting quality comparison in settings including SNFs, HHAs, IRFs, and LTCHs, and, importantly, it conveys the inclusion of patient-centeredness in its references and requirements related to capturing patient preferences and goals.\(^{88}\) The IMPACT Act also requires that standardized post-acute care assessment data elements be made interoperable so as to support the exchange of such data among post-acute care and other providers in order to support access to longitudinal information and coordinated care. The provisions in the IMPACT Act will drive data standardization in post-acute care settings and will support the use of interoperable HIT systems within the LTPAC and interoperable HIE with and by this sector. Because most NFs and HHAs provide both post-acute and long-term care, these requirements have the further potential to enhance eHIE for long-term services and supports as well as post-acute care.

### Analytic Plan Roadmap

The purpose of this quantitative analysis plan is to outline and discuss methods for assessing the impact of eHIE participation by LTPAC providers on key outcomes. Considerations fundamental to any such assessment are understanding the degree to which LTPAC providers are engaged in HIE and the types of data they are able to transmit and access.

The plan is informed by key questions that ASPE seeks to address, such as what is the measurable impact of eHIE on the quality, continuity, and cost of care for LTPAC providers and their trading partners. We also draw on the conceptual framework developed in this project and the information and insights about data quality, availability,
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and related issues (e.g., data use agreements) gathered through stakeholder interviews and site visits in Pennsylvania and Minnesota.

To provide context, we first briefly describe a generic comprehensive approach to a quantitative impact analysis of LTPAC involvement in electronic health information exchange. We then summarize the key lessons learned and limitations revealed based on insights gathered from the prior project work in locations in Pennsylvania and Minnesota, particularly with respect to the necessity of taking into account the unique characteristics of localities. Given this context, we provide examples of feasible evaluation analyses that could be conducted in Pennsylvania, Minnesota, or other potential markets where an identifiable “intervention” relating to enhanced LTPAC provider participation in electronic data sharing has occurred. We also summarize the pros and cons of each as an illustration of the type of information that should feed into selection of evaluation sites and discuss parameters that would affect evaluation costs.

**Comprehensive Approach to Quantitative Impact Analysis**

In the abstract, a comprehensive plan for evaluation of eHIE among LTPAC providers would require the following information to identify evaluation targets and factors that may affect outcomes:

- In what geographic areas, markets, or types of care delivery organizations is electronic exchange of health information occurring?
  - What technologies are being used, and what types of information are LTPAC providers and their trading partners creating and transmitting? Different types of eHIE could range from view-only portals and ADT alerts to true interoperable eHIE—defined as the sharing information seamlessly, moving discrete data that can be inserted into another system’s database and pulled into its EHR fields.89
  - What is the volume and regularity of exchanges per LTPAC admission and discharge?
  - What percent of total admissions and discharges do the electronic transmissions represent?
  - To what extent is exchanged information timely and comprehensive with respect to patient care across the care continuum?

Assessment of the impact of the areas, markets, or systems identified would then aim to answer the following questions:

- What is the measureable impact of eHIE on the quality, continuity, and cost of care for: (1) the LTPAC providers; and (2) their trading partners?
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- How has eHIE affected specific utilization outcomes of interest, such as 30-day post-hospital discharge readmission rates and hospital admission rates from the ER?
- How has exchange affected costs for each party of interest (e.g., insurer, organized delivery system, hospital, and LTPAC provider)?
- Has exchange affected total Medicare expenditures and resource utilization?
- Do effects differ when assessed from the episode of care (e.g., hospitalization to post-acute to discharge destination) perspective rather than the event (e.g., LTPAC admission) perspective?

To address the first group of questions, we would ideally analyze the types of information LTPAC providers and their trading partners are exchanging. There are two potential points of collection for these data: (1) network servers for public HIOs; and (2) servers supporting private HIEs, such as those of IDSNs and ACOs. Most public HIO participation agreements do not allow the HIO to capture specific information about the nature and type of most clinical data transmitted, however. Thus, network logs would only provide metadata, including the volume of information exchanged and the source and receiver of the information. Such metadata nevertheless could be useful in providing descriptive statistics indicating the geographic range and volume of data exchanged, as well as information about important network nodes and areas where exchange happens less than might be optimal. For private HIEs, more robust data could be available, and these organizations may be willing to share information. For example, during the Pennsylvania site visit, Geisinger was willing to share the number of DSMs that they sent from their EHR system to LTPAC providers during the most recent 30 days, although this would not provide insights on the type of information being transmitted. Data from such a private network could provide richer information, particularly if examined in conjunction with EHR logs.

To address the second group of questions related to the effects of eHIE on patient and provider outcomes, we would examine claims experience of individuals and data on provider characteristics, such as data from the Certification and Survey Provider Enhanced Reports (CASPER) and Medicare Cost Reports. The strongest evaluation design would be examination of outcomes before and after an identifiable policy or system change (pre/post analysis) for a group of affected participants (or
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90 CASPER contains information on NF, HHA, and hospice provider characteristics, as well as citations for substandard care, and quality measures and is used in production of CMS’s Nursing Home and Home Health Compare. It is a compilation of all the data elements collected during the inspection survey conducted for the purpose of certification for participation in CMS programs.

91 An alternative approach would be from the provider perspective. The power of such an approach depends on the number of providers included, not the number of individuals served by those providers. See, for example, Peikes, D., S. Dale, E. Lundquist, J. Genevro, and D. Meyers. 2011. Building the evidence base for the medical home: What sample and sample size do studies need? White Paper, Mathematica Policy Research, Contract No. HHSA290200900019I TO2, AHRQ Publication No. 11-0100-EF. Rockville, MD: Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality. Because our interest is in evaluating patient outcomes in the presence and absence of health information exchange, not a particular model, we focus on an individual level.
providers) relative to a comparison group not affected by the change (difference-in-difference analysis). In the absence of an actual controlled experiment, we would estimate multivariate regression models comparing patient outcomes, costs, and other outcomes in situations where electronic exchange is occurring to the same outcomes in areas or for providers where electronic exchange is not occurring. Similarly, we could compare regions with robust HIE with similar regions where LTPAC providers lag behind. We would use a propensity score reweighting method, or other method if appropriate, to match the treatment group (i.e., patients in LTPAC facilities that electronically exchange information) with a comparison group based on observable provider, area, and patient characteristics (e.g., socio-demographics and health status) that are available in the given data source. Under this approach, impact assessments would be made based on adjusted comparisons between the experiences of the treatment group and comparison group during the years when exchange occurred.

**Lessons Learned from This Project**

Unfortunately, quantitative analysis of eHIE in LTPAC is fraught with problems because of the immature state of systems in even the more advanced areas, the fragmentation of systems and technology used across types of providers, and the very local character of exchange solutions. Much of the evaluation methodology for HIE that has been discussed in the literature is hypothetical and applicable only when more robust systems are in place for public exchange—for example, envisioning use of data from HIOs for public and disease monitoring purposes. In this section, we discuss major limitations to a comprehensive quantitative evaluation of eHIE based on project findings.

The Urban Institute team conducted case studies and site visits to learn about the following initiatives to enable eHIE with LTPAC providers: KeyHIE in the Northcentral/Northeast region of Pennsylvania, the Fairview Health Services/Ebenezer senior services initiative in Minneapolis, and the Allina Health/BHS initiate, also in Minneapolis. Previous memoranda summarized the eHIE in these markets, particularly as those activities pertain to the involvement of LTPAC providers. Specifically, these memoranda summarized key findings from the site visits, efforts to prepare for and implement HIE between LTPAC providers and their partners, and any relevant evaluations underway or completed in these markets. This section summarizes findings from these analyses relating to the feasibility of conducting the comprehensive quantitative evaluation described in the prior section.


Lack of Bidirectional HIE

From a real world perspective with systems as they now stand, a focus on specific use cases of particular policy interest, such as transmission of and access to real-time notifications of hospital admissions, discharges, or transfers, represents an evaluation opportunity: how often and how reliably is transmission to relevant providers occurring and how often do those providers access and act on the information? In turn, the volume and reliability of timely notifications would be hypothesized to affect patient outcomes of interest, such as readmissions. The results of our site visit and qualitative analyses indicate, however, that even among systems further along the planning and early implementation process we selected for examination, obtaining the data underlying such evaluations may be feasible in practice only within integrated systems of affiliated partners, if at all, because of privacy issues and unwillingness of competing organizations participating in an HIO to publish data to the exchange. Even in places where there is a reasonable infrastructure for exchange and a reasonable level of participation, the bulk of exchange occurs among acute care providers—largely hospitals, clinics, and physician offices.

For the country as a whole, the best available information suggests that LTPAC providers lag behind other key providers both in the adoption of EHRs capable of exchange and in the process of the bidirectional electronic exchange of health information. Results of our case studies indicate that also is true in the two markets we examined. In both markets, LTPAC providers are generally not involved in robust interoperable HIE with their partners:

- One of the most commonly found exchange technologies among LTPAC providers in both markets were view-only hospital portals, which are unidirectional and do not capture encounters outside of the hospital or system.

- Historically, staff at LTPAC facilities in both markets have used a variety of mechanisms, including telephone calls, and faxes to obtain critical patient information. However, using eHIE to gather information, particularly in home health settings, may require use of new technologies such as portable devices, tablets or notebook computers, to capture data during the patient encounter. Moreover, new data formats such as the Transform tool developed by KeyHIE and transport methods, such as Direct, which operate using the new technologies, have been introduced in LTPAC facilities.

- KeyHIE, a relatively mature HIO covering 53 counties in Northcentral and Northeast Pennsylvania, reports that in April 2015, 82% of its user transactions were through a portal, with only 18% of access being query-based through an
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EHR. None of the query-based exchange occurred among LTPAC providers, and LTPAC EHRs do not support query-based exchange.

- Sixty-one long-term care facilities have participation agreements with KeyHIE, but only 18 (11%) are publishing to the exchange. Among the 28 HHAs with participation agreements, only nine (32%) are publishing data. In contrast, 90% of hospitals and 64% of physician practices with participation agreements with KeyHIE are publishing or sharing electronic health data.

- In 2007, the Minnesota state legislature passed a law stating that “January 1, 2015, all hospitals and health care providers must have in place an interoperable EHR within their hospital system or clinical practice setting.” This legislation has contributed to the state’s high EHR adoption rate, even among NHs, which are excluded from the mandate. However, the definition of EHR in the mandate does not mean a certified EHR that supports data exchange or meets requirements under MU. According to a recent report of Minnesota clinics on the adoption and use of EHRs and HIE, only 10% of NFs and 4% of HHAs in Minnesota currently exchange electronic data using their EHRs.

- The Minnesota site visit focused on two initiatives to promote exchange with LTPAC providers in the Minneapolis region: the Fairview-Ebenezer project and the Benedictine-Allina project. One major factor shaping this market is the dominance of Epic EHR systems; the Fairview and Allina health systems both use Epic with the EpicCare Everywhere, an exchange tool used to share patient records with other providers.

**Data Access Barriers**

There are a number of data challenges in terms of quality, comparability, timeliness, reporting for dual eligibles, and use of data from managed care providers. These challenges depend on the type of data and region under study and also the maturity of the structures and processes in the selected sites.

For the Medicare population, who are dominant users of post-acute care, CMS data are an obvious source for analysis of utilization and cost outcomes and can be used to construct some quality of care measures for both participating providers and any comparison providers. For Medicare FFS beneficiaries, Medicare claims and drug data include most acute and post-acute utilization and spending for beneficiaries, including dual eligibles, and MDS files provide NH utilization for all payers, including Medicaid. These data are available in a uniform format, with a lag of about two years. Medicare claims and beneficiary data and MDS files currently are available through 2013, and data files for 2014 are expected by the end of 2015. Medicare files include a
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reasonably accurate indicator of Medicaid enrollment. They do not include information on Medicaid financed NF or home health use or cost, but Medicare is the primary payer for most post-acute care for beneficiaries using these providers. Medicare files also are not a reliable source of comprehensive data for beneficiaries enrolled in managed care plans for whom encounter data would be required.\footnote{General Accounting Office. 2014. Medicare advantage: CMS should fully develop plans for encounter data and assess data quality before use. \url{http://www.gao.gov/assets/670/665142.pdf}.}

Medicaid data are effectively not available unless obtained directly from states or providers because of lags in availability. Historically, reporting of eligibility, managed care plan encounters, and claims data to CMS though the Medicaid Statistical Information System (MSIS) has been neither complete nor of uniform quality across states and years. The more analytically friendly, cleaned and processed versions of MSIS data--Medicaid Analytic Extract (MAX) files--produced by a CMS contractor at present are available through 2012 for only 35 states, and their future is uncertain. States are in the process of switching from MSIS to a new reporting system called Transformed MSIS (T-MSIS). At least three states, Colorado, Rhode Island, and North Carolina have stopped submitting MSIS data. The T-MSIS, which ultimately is intended to provide timelier, research-friendly files as part of the CMS Integrated Data Repository. At this point, however, it is still in the development stage, so that both availability and comparability with MAX data for earlier years to examine change over time is in question.

Findings from the case studies provide additional insight into data access in Pennsylvania and Minnesota, and particularly to barriers encountered by earlier evaluation efforts.

\textit{Pennsylvania}

In 2010, Abt Associates joined Geisinger as an internal evaluator on two projects, both of which are now finished: Geisinger’s Keystone Beacon award from ONC and a HIE grant from the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ). Both projects aimed to address key questions such as who uses KeyHIE and to what extent can KeyHIE’s impact on quality and outcomes be measured using the available data.

Abt’s initial evaluation design included both quantitative and qualitative methods. Similar to our ideal quantitative evaluation framework, the Abt evaluation team planned to conduct a difference-in-difference analysis, where the data sources they sought for included:

\begin{itemize}
  \item KeyHIE’s transactional data, including information on admissions, discharges, and transfers; searches used by clinicians to find a specific patient’s health information; documents and data downloaded by clinicians; and documents viewed by clinicians.
\end{itemize}
• Claims or billing data to study the utilization of services (e.g., ER use) and readmissions.

However, the Abt evaluation team faced significant challenges in collecting the quantitative data needed to conduct their evaluation. Most of the providers participating in KeyHIE declined to give Abt access to their data for research purposes, perhaps out of concern that they would be handing over their data to a major competitor (Geisinger) who would be able to study patient flows and readmission patterns. The Abt evaluation team, like the other Beacon grant evaluators, was also unsuccessful in obtaining Medicare claims data from CMS because the evaluation would not directly benefit the Medicare program.

Without Medicare claims data, the Abt evaluation team was unable to conduct the difference-in-difference analysis originally planned. And with limited permission to access KeyHIE transaction data and billing data from only a handful of participating providers, the Abt evaluation team was unable to complete a descriptive quantitative analysis.

Minnesota

Data access barriers appear less severe in Minnesota. SHADAC is the state evaluator for Minnesota’s CMS SIM grant. As part of its evaluation, SHADAC is charged with evaluating the SIM-funded development and implementation grants awarded through the e-Health Grants Program, including the Fairview-Ebenezer initiative’s 12-month development grant. Of the 12 collaboratives awarded a first round e-Health grant, seven include LTPAC providers.

The goals of the SHADAC quantitative and qualitative evaluation include documenting what is going on, what did not go as planned, and implementation barriers and facilitators. The evaluation also focuses on coordination and transitions outcomes (i.e., improved care transitions, quality of care, and costs) and process measures related to being able to exchange health information and use of technology.

Quantitative data sources that the SHADAC evaluation team plans to use for its evaluation of the e-Health grants include a state-fielded EHR survey and a continuum of accountability matrix. Grantees completed the matrix as part of their grant application so the SHADAC evaluation team will be able to assess change over time. Some grantees completed the matrix as a collaborative, and others as an organization.98

SHADAC is going to try to obtain data for its evaluation from the state’s APCD, but those data likely will be used to assess the Medicaid ACOs, not the e-Health grants. At present, access to the APCD data are by law limited to staff at the Minnesota Department of Health (MDH) or organizations working under contract with MDH to

98 Lallemand, N., A. Napoles, K. Devers, et al. 2015. Minnesota site visit findings. Memorandum commissioned by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation.
conduct research on its behalf. The theoretical benefits of APCDs, which are in place in about 14 states, are that the data are likely to be available in a more timely fashion than through Medicare, but their value for external evaluation research relies on the availability of data with identifiers for providers and patients that allow tracking over time. In February 2015, a workgroup recommended that the legislature authorize MDH to release public use files, but provider and patient identifiers would not be included.

**Revised Quantitative Evaluation Approaches**

In light of what we have learned about the reality of LTPAC providers and HIE, the following describes a feasible approach to address the research questions of interest, relying on the incentives and opportunities presented by IDSNs and ACOs, and the use of interoperable HIT tools among LTPAC providers (e.g., the Transform tool).

An overarching lesson was that having a relatively advanced HIE infrastructure is a necessary, but not sufficient condition for integrating exchange with LTPAC providers into the system. At a minimum, evaluating outcomes of exchange including LTPAC requires the ability to identify locations or organizations where LTPAC providers have been integrated into exchange beginning at some identifiable event defining an “intervention” period for a pre/post design. In practice, it is relatively simple to define the event, such as initiation of a program. However, given that implementation is a process that can take substantial time to complete, the intervention period during which change may reasonably be expected can be more difficult to clearly delineate. Thus, it may important consider stages of implementation, early operation, and maturity in evaluation design. In order to implement the stronger difference-in-difference design, the challenge is finding a credible comparison group not exposed to the intervention to examine over the same time periods.

The move toward ACOs under the ACA comes from the need to contain costs in Medicare, but interest and implementation of the model extends to Medicaid programs and predates the ACA. ACOs are networks of physicians and other providers that are held accountable for the cost and quality of the full continuum of care delivered to a group of patients. The ACA authorized Medicare to contract with ACOs with the aim of achieving the “triple aim” of improving quality of care, improving population health, and reducing costs. Similar to the IDSNs of the 1990s, the premise is that ACOs will accomplish these aims by coordinating care, managing chronic disease, and aligning financial incentives for hospitals and physicians. In theory, ACOs can improve quality and lower costs using several methods, including disease management programs, improved care coordination, alignment of incentives for physicians and hospitals via shared savings, use of non-physician providers, and the formation of PCMHs. Over


the past five years, both the number of participating ACOs and the number of participation options for them have grown dramatically, while potentially generating $400 million in savings for Medicare.\textsuperscript{101}

ACOs are increasingly turning their attention to post-acute providers to better manage cost and quality across the care continuum. A recent descriptive analysis of the structural and functional provider relationships finds that ACOs are expanding their partnerships and developing relationships with LTPAC providers. For example, more than half of Pioneer ACOs have \textit{core or structural partnerships}\textsuperscript{102} with HHAs, more than 40 with hospice facilities, and more than 20\% with NFs.\textsuperscript{103} ACOs are also using \textit{functional relationships}\textsuperscript{104} to extend the care continuum beyond what can be achieved with care partners alone, particularly for urgent care and post-acute care providers.\textsuperscript{105}

An evaluation of eHIE among ACOS/IDSNs and partnership/acquired LTPAC providers would aim to address the following research questions:

- Prior to forming a partnership with an ACO/IDSN, what type of EHR systems were LTPAC providers using? Were they electronically exchanging health information with other providers? What type(s) of information were they exchanging and how?

- How did LTPAC provider’s EHR system and technology change after forming a partnership?

- Once the partnership started, what type of information was exchanged within the system? Outside the system? What technology is being used to exchange this information?

- How did patient outcomes, utilization, and costs change after the partnership was formed?

There are a number of advantages to evaluating HIE between LTPAC providers and their exchange partners within an ACO, or similar model of care (e.g., IDSN)


\textsuperscript{102} Core partners are identified as part of the ACO in its application to CMS or share in the costs of the ACO.

\textsuperscript{103} Based upon the site visits and interviews, there is market segmentation between long-term care facilities and HHAs in terms of the types of technology adopted and their use for data exchange. HHAs appear more likely to be using a module from a certified EHR vendor than a NH or SNF. This is likely due to either the HHA being owned by a hospital system or having a close hospital system affiliation.

\textsuperscript{104} Functional relationships are those that the ACO has with providers that are not core partners that facilitate management of beneficiaries across settings. They typically include data sharing agreements and adoption of common protocols.

setting. First, as previously mentioned, this is priority policy area in the Medicare program and findings from this evaluation would complement prior and ongoing evaluations of the ACO model. Second, it would likely be easier to obtain data by partnering with a single ACO or IDSN as opposed to partnering with an HIE that represents multiple organizations. As shown with the prior Abt evaluation, providers participating in KeyHIE declined to provide access to their data for research purposes out of concern that they would be handing over key information to a major competitor. It might also be easier to access CMS claims data because an ACO-focused evaluation would directly benefit the Medicare program. Finally, our case studies and prior research\textsuperscript{106} indicate that a key advantage of private HIEs within IDSNs and ACOs is that eHIE, particularly with LTPAC providers, is more robust within these private organizations than in state-sponsored HIEs.

The major drawbacks of this approach, however, are that this type of evaluation would be limited and not provide an overall assessment of HIE within a region or market. The organizations that ACOs or IDSNs connect are sometimes restricted based on strategic and proprietary interests. For example, hospitals may choose to connect with the ambulatory care and post-acute care providers with whom they would like to more closely affiliate, regardless of existing referral patterns in the market. This complicates overall participation in HIE, data re-use, and ultimately care coordination.

**Methods**

Given what was learned in Pennsylvania and Minnesota, a first step in an evaluation would be an evaluability analysis of candidate sites, using interviews with relevant informants within proposed ACOs/IDSNs and focusing on such critical issues as willingness to participate in an evaluation, data availability and access, existence of comparisons, and volume of exchange with LTPAC providers occurring. Having identified the most promising site or sites, we would use a mixed methods approach to address the research questions listed above. We would conduct a survey of LTPAC providers within the selected “treatment” ACO/IDSN, and ideally, comparison group providers. This survey would assess the technology used, the regularity and frequency of use, the primary objectives of use, the motivations to engage in exchange, implementation challenges, and the benefits realized. To complement the survey and fill in any potential gaps in understanding of the exchange environment in which the LTPAC providers are operating, we would conduct additional targeted case study interviews with key decision makers within the ACO/IDSN across the care continuum. Finally, we would conduct quantitative data analysis with the best available data, which would depend on the location and organizations selected.

Analyses could draw on claims data, EHR and other clinical data, and measures developed from the survey data. Claims data could provide direct measures of patient

\textsuperscript{106} Lallemand, N., A. Napoles, K. Devers, et al. 2015. Pennsylvania site visiting findings. Memorandum commissioned by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. Lallemand, N., A. Napoles, K. Devers, et al. 2015. Minnesota site visit findings. Memorandum commissioned by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation.
encounters (e.g., readmission rates) and some treatments and medications. Claims data are accessible from government entities (states, CMS) and from private payers, and increasingly, states and other stakeholders are working to establish APCDs. Based on the experience of a recent ACO evaluation, as a federal contractor, we anticipate that CMS would be willing to approve a data use request for research identifiable Medicare claims and enrollment data from the CCW and ACO-specific data that contains identifying information for participating providers and aligned beneficiaries and their corresponding ACOs. A critical issue for the value of the latter information is the ability to identify ACOs that have integrated LTPAC facilities into their networks.

While claims data is currently the main data source used to calculate outcome measures, it might be feasible to use clinical data from EHRs. Much of the information in claims data is now being captured by EHRs and is available at the system level. A notable limitation of EHR data, in contrast to claims, is that comparable data may not be available for potential comparison groups. In addition, the possibility of data sharing arrangements would need to be explored early on.

We would attempt to find a comparison group that consists of similar FFS Medicare beneficiaries in markets not served by an ACO and who do not receive care from an ACO/IDSN. Alternatively, comparisons might be feasible between IDSNs or ACOs in locations where there is a distinct difference in LTPAC participation across networks.

**Examples of Potential Settings**

**Pennsylvania**

The Geisinger Health System is one example of an ACO-like model that has incorporated LTPAC providers and continues to do so. In contrast to Abt’s evaluation of KeyHIE as a whole, we would only assess eHIE among LTPAC providers and their partners within the Geisinger system.

Results from our site visit suggest that in a departure from its traditional business strategy, Geisinger is increasingly becoming interested in purchasing LTPAC providers. Initially, Geisinger focused mostly on acquiring HHAs. For example, in 2014, Geisinger acquired Sun Home Health and Hospice. Several respondents indicated that after completing the acquisition of these HHA sites, Geisinger has focused on the NF sector. One interviewee indicated that Geisinger is trying to develop a “SNFist model” where providers can make decisions at the NF site instead of taking the patients back to the hospital.

From an evaluation and policy perspective, a unique aspect of Geisinger is their development of the Transform tool. Geisinger’s 2010 Beacon Community grant provided
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funding for LTPAC provider outreach and the development of the Transform tool. The KeyHIE Transform tool takes MDS and OASIS data and converts the clinically meaningful information to a CCD. This CCD can be exchanged using KeyHIE so that the all participating providers could access the CCD. The Transform tool is inexpensive relative to the cost of interfacing with an exchange, which appeals to LTPAC providers who may otherwise not be willing to participate in information exchange. The Transform tool was launched in 2013 and provides a unique opportunity for a quasi-experimental design evaluation, with the “pre” period being before 2013 and the “post” period including 2013 and later years. A key question to address in an evaluation would be whether LTPAC providers acquired by Geisinger use the Transform tool and/or whether their EHRs were integrated into Geisinger’s system. Another key issue to address is the extent to which Geisinger is working with LTPAC providers that they did not acquire, and the extent to which these providers use Transform.

**Minnesota**

The Benedictine-Allina project also represents an example of an ACO-like model that has incorporated LTPAC providers. Allina Health is a non-profit health care system based in Minneapolis that owns or operates 14 hospitals and more than 90 clinics throughout Minnesota and Western Wisconsin. Allina Health is participating in the Medicare ACO program. The BHS is one of the largest senior care organizations in the United States, with 36 NFs, 25 ALFs, and one HHA.

We would propose to evaluate the March 2013 e-Health Connectivity Grant as a policy intervention. In 2013, Benedictine received $375,000 from the state of Minnesota to develop MatrixCare software so that it can exchange CCDs with Allina’s Epic system peer-to-peer. This new software was launched in December 2013, creating a “post-intervention” period of 2014 and later.

**Colorado**

Colorado represents a number of potential evaluation opportunities, from the perspective of delivery system reforms involving both Medicare and Medicaid, HIE infrastructure, and data. Colorado also still is largely a FFS state, although its SIM plan includes transitioning to capitation over the next several years.

Colorado’s Medicaid ACC, launched in 2011, draws on seven RCCOs state-wide that develop networks of providers. The RCCOs are responsible for connecting beneficiaries with needed clinical and other services and fostering communications between providers to improve care coordination. The ACC did not initially enroll dually eligible beneficiaries, but it expanded membership to include them in 2014 under the
state’s Financial Alignment Initiative demonstration. The focus will be on improving chronic disease management and transitions between hospitals, rehabilitation hospitals, NFs and community residence.

Physician Health Partners, a medical management company based in Denver, became a Medicare Pioneer ACO in 2012 in partnership with the Primary Physician Partners and South Metro Primary Care. The ACO serves about 30,000 Medicare beneficiaries in the seven-county metro area, and in 2014 began participating in the Medicare Shared Savings Program.

The state has a large and well-established regional HIO, the CORHIO, which in 2011 received a challenge grant from the ONC to increase connections with LTPAC facilities including post-acute rehabilitation hospitals, NHs, assisted living centers, home health care agencies and hospice. As of June, the CORHIO network included 48 hospitals, more than 2,600 providers, 131 long-term care facilities, 39 behavioral health centers, four large medical laboratories, EMS providers, the Colorado Springs Military Health System, and the state health department.

CORHIO provides bidirectional exchange with provider EHRs, but most LTPAC providers are using secure, web-based query access to a community health record system from which they can have real-time access to patient information and the ability to generate CCDs, regardless of whether they have an interoperable EHR. In 2015, CORHIO received a new ONC grant to support implementation of the Transform tool, which would allow LTPAC providers with or without EHRs to translate information from MDS and OASIS assessments and share them through the HIO. Thus, two possible evaluation points are defined by the initial 2011 challenge grant to increase connections with LTPAC providers and the 2015 grant to implement Transform.

The state also has an APCD, administered by the non-profit CIVHC. The APCD was established by the legislature in 2010, and as of January 2015, its data warehouse reported health insurance claims from Medicare, Medicaid, and the 20 largest health plans for individual, large group fully-insured, small group and some self-insured lives, as well as Medicaid and Medicare. The claims represent more than 3.5 million unique covered lives and 65% of the insured population in Colorado. Medicare claims for 2009-2011 and 2013 data for commercial payers and Medicaid is currently available through the Data Release Review Process and will be available on the data website in 2015.

Unlike Minnesota, Colorado allows release of APCD data at varying levels of detail and specificity for research under a CMS-like review process requiring “that the intended
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110 See https://www.comedprice.org/#/home.
use supports reaching the Colorado Triple Aim of better health, better care, and lower costs.”

**Setting Strengths and Limitations**

It is important to consider several factors while conducting an evaluability assessment of the proposed sites. Table C-1 uses the three settings described above to illustrate the type of questions to be addressed in selecting an evaluation site or sites. This table provides cross-setting information on several factors, including existing contacts, the availability specific settings and interventions, and the relative ease of access to quantitative data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE C-1. Cross-Setting Comparisons</th>
<th>Pennsylvania</th>
<th>Minnesota</th>
<th>Colorado</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contacts from site visits?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific setting to evaluate?</td>
<td>Geisinger</td>
<td>BHS-Allina Health</td>
<td>Physician Health Partners and other potential options</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervention for evaluation?</td>
<td>2010 Beacon Community grant to develop its Transform tool to convert MDS and OASIS data into a CCD (launched in 2013)</td>
<td>March 2013 e-Health Connectivity grant for exchange and use of CCDs between BHS (long-term care system) and Allina (hospital system), via MatrixCare and EpicCare software (launched December 2013).</td>
<td>2011 HITECH grant to expand LTPAC access 2015 HITECH grant to implement Transform tool</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison group feasibility?</td>
<td>Challenging, due to Geisinger's uniqueness</td>
<td>Relatively easy, due to high prevalence of IDSNs in Minneapolis region</td>
<td>Relatively easy, due to multiple regional networks in operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare ACO program? [could improve likelihood of CMS approval for claims data]</td>
<td>Medicare Shared Savings Plan ACO (Keystone ACO)</td>
<td>Pioneer ACO (Allina)</td>
<td>Pioneer ACO (Physician Health Partners)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APCD?</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes, but not accessible to evaluation except for state contractors</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each site has a specific setting and intervention to evaluate. We would evaluate the launch of the KeyHIE Transform Tool in 2013 in Pennsylvania, the 2013 e-Health Connectivity grant in Minnesota, and the 2011 and/or 2015 HITECH grants in Colorado. However, the magnitude of these interventions is likely to vary across settings. For example, the Transform Tool has a more global focus, with the ability to be used by more providers, relative to the smaller e-Health Connectivity grant intervention. Similarly, Colorado’s new grant to implement Transform has a broader application than the earlier grant. In contrast to Pennsylvania, however, it might be easier to find a valid comparison group in Minnesota and Colorado, where there is a relatively high prevalence of similar health care systems in the region, compared with Pennsylvania, where Geisinger is one of the most unique and advanced IDSNs in the nation. Colorado
is likely the best site in terms of claims data access due to the availability of APCD data to researchers.

General Limitations

There are some general limitations that apply to all settings as well. First, small sample sizes could hinder evaluation efforts at each of the potential sites, especially given the limited post-implementation period of the interventions considered and the relatively low prevalence of NH residence, hospitalizations and post-acute care. About 20% of all Medicare enrollees use hospitals in a year; about 5-6% use SNFs, Part A Home Health, and Part B Home Health, respectively, not adjusting for enrollees using more than one type of post-acute care; and 3% of those age 65 or older reside in NHs.\textsuperscript{111} Similarly, the interventions to be evaluated are not discrete, that is, implementation was likely phased-in over a relatively long period of time. Second, sample selection could bias any potential estimates since these interventions were not randomly assigned, and each site could also suffer from omitted variable biases as multiple policy interventions and changes to the health care were occurring during the same analysis period. Third, research organizations in any of these settings will likely need to obtain multiple IRB and data use agreement approvals, thus creating substantial time costs in obtaining data. Finally, across all settings, it will likely be very challenging, if not impossible, to directly obtain data from providers (e.g., EHR data) due to privacy and security concerns. However, researchers could potentially obtain aggregated EHR data for sites that cooperate.

Cost Considerations

The costs associated with any given evaluation would depend on the size (e.g., number of providers, number of patients), and the type of data to be used. Any cost estimate would need to include the cost of data acquisition, such as the cost of an LTPAC provider survey; the cost of identifying, requesting, and, if applicable, negotiating for claims and other data. If a comparison group design is selected, additional survey and data collection costs would need to be factored in. Costs of developing analytic files and conducting analyses could vary significantly depending on the source and type of data. For example, standard format Medicare and assessment files, which are widely used and familiar to researchers, likely would be less expensive to process than data from other sources, which might require considerable interaction with the organization providing the data to specify the data needed and understand its format or to oversee work done within the organization.

The Urban Institute has experience working with contractors with the capability of doing provider surveys. Overall costs depend on various factors, including the number

of providers (sample size), the length of the instrument, financial incentives or other methods to increase response rates, etc.

The cost of CMS data depends on the method of access. The Virtual Research Data Center is priced based on an access fee of $40,000 per year for a single user ($25,000 for federal contractors), and a one-time project fee that is data specific and depends on the cohort extracted. No additional charges are incurred for adding years of data to a cohort, but changes in the cohort that require additional extracting generate charges. Projects requiring more than 500 GB of space also have to pay $2,000 for each additional 500 GB block of space. The costs of data obtained from the CCW depend on whether the CCW is asked to extract data for a cohort (versus having the requester provide a “finder” file of beneficiary identifiers, in which case there is no extract charge) and the complexity of the algorithm for extraction. Charges for Medicare data are based on the size of the cohort, the number of services for which files are requested and the number of years of data. For example, for a cohort of 1 million or fewer beneficiaries, inpatient, outpatient, SNF, and durable medical equipment files are $2,000 per year, Carrier claims are $4,000 per year, and Part D Event data are $5,000 per year. There is no charge for beneficiary files if service files are requested.

Summary and Conclusions

This report outlined a feasible structure for evaluations to assess the impact of LTPAC involvement in eHIE on outcomes of particular interest to federal and local policymakers. For context, we first recapped the relatively undeveloped state of HIE among LTPAC providers; reasons for lagging implementation and use of exchange tools, such as DSM, rather than widespread use of certified interoperable EHRs and bidirectional exchange; and current policy changes and initiatives that may accelerate HIE. Chief among those are the IMPACT Act—which requires new levels of reporting by LTPAC providers and specifies that data be standardized and interoperable to support HIE--and a new ONC focus on grants to reach providers such as LTPAC providers who were ineligible for previous incentive programs.

Fundamental needs for such an evaluation are the following:

- The ability to examine outcomes before and after an identifiable policy or system change (pre/post analysis).
- Ideally, the ability to identify a comparison group not affected by the change and analyze outcomes over the same time period (difference-in-difference analysis).
- Access to claims data (pre and post) to assess outcomes.
- Information about provider characteristics and the volume and types of eHIE happening (e.g., the volume and regularity of exchanges per admission or discharge).
Based on what we learned from earlier project activities, particularly with regard to the state of LTPAC eHIE involvement and data access in our two site visit states, we concluded by outlining a high-level approach for evaluations based on identifying appropriate ACOs or IDSNs and comparing outcomes for their members using LTPAC services. We provided three examples of ACO/IDSNs in Pennsylvania, Minnesota, and Colorado where such evaluations would be possible. There are, of course, other possibilities among provider partners in Accelerating Change and Transformation in Organizations and Networks (ACTION III), states originally considered in the early stages of this project, as well as in additional potential in other states that, like Colorado, received new ONC grants to implement the Transform tool (Delaware and Illinois), or where Transform is already being implemented, including Pennsylvania's KeyHIE.

Identifying appropriate comparisons remains a challenge in any of the settings, but focusing on a discrete set of LTPAC partners in selected ACOs/IDSNs provides a more manageable structure than, for example, starting with LTPAC providers and identifying the multiple hospitals and practices with whom they interact. A simplifying approach to data acquisition would be to focus on Medicare FFS beneficiaries, for whom CMS claims and beneficiary information would represent all spending except Medicaid financed long-term care for beneficiaries who are eligible for both programs. However, partnerships with ACOs/IDSNs may hold the potential for both claims data and analysis of the volume and nature of data exchanges if data access and privacy issues can be addressed.

---

112 ACTION III is a contract mechanism AHRQ uses to support field-based delivery system research. The Urban Institute is a subcontractor to multiple prime organizations on this funding vehicle. For additional information on ACTION III, see [http://www.ahrq.gov/research/findings/factsheets/translating/action3/index.html](http://www.ahrq.gov/research/findings/factsheets/translating/action3/index.html).
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